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ABSTRACT 
The research reported in tbis thesis impmves the efficiency of the reduced-search 

k t a l  block codiog algorithm of greyscale images. The problem addressed here is that 

additive noise increases the Eirst-order entropy of the image. The iocreased entropy is 

equivalent to a lower level of redundancy in ihe image, and therefore a lower efficiency of 

the reduced-search ftactal block aigorithm. This thesis examines a technique of reducing 

the Eirst-order entropy with a minimum distortion of the sigaal itself. This is in coatrast to 

spatial nItering techniques such as smoothùig which &éct not only the noise but also the 

signal. The technique used in ihis thesis is d e d  wavelet denoising. Wavelet denoising 

involves perfonning the forward ckrete wavelet transform of the image, reducing the 

coefficients by some specified threshoid, and performing the inverse diarete wavelet 

transfom. The resulting image, with a lower entropy, is then coded by the reduced-search 

k t a i  block compression algorithm. This approach increases the compression ratio by 

9.1 % to 1 1% with an acceptable image reconstruction quaiity. 
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1.1 Background and Motivation 

The compression of stili images is necessary for present day methods of 

communication and data storage, so the problem of impmviag image compression 

algorithms is always an issue in compression research. Fractal compression has recenily 

been ncognized as a viable method for image compression. Stemoiing h m  the work 

involving iterated fiinctioa systems @am88], and later, &ta1 block coding [Jacq92], 

reduced-search fiactal block coding Wall931 evolved This thesis extends that work in 

order to increase the efficiency of the compression algorithm ihrough the use of wavelets. 

First, however. an introduction to compression would be useful. 

The nature of data compression is to reduce or remove redundancies and 

irrelevancies in the data There a~ two f o m  of compression, lossless and lossy. In 

lossless compression, ody redundancies are removed so that the compressed fom has the 

srnailest number of bits without any loss of information. Information is defmed by 

Shannon entropy. which detemiines the number of bits that cm be expected per symbol. 

In the case of greyscale images, a symbol is a single grey level. A higher entropy implies 

fewer redundancies which is less susceptible to lossless compression. Lossless 

compression of images often results in relatively low compression ratios because the 

images to be compressed quite often bave high entropy. However, in applications where 

the image is viewed by humans, the entmpy can be reduced by reducing or removing 

irrelevant data so that there is no percephiai change because the human brain is capable of 

interpolating the missing idormation. Compression that uses this technique is classified as 

lossy. It can be argued. however, if useful signal can be separated nom unwanted noise, 

that it can be considered pseudo-lossless, if the unwanted noise is containeci within one 



quantization step [LaKiW. For example, if two &bit greyscaie images are compared pixel 

by pixel and the ciifference is one grey level or les, the process in considered iossless. 

Vector quantization and transform coding are two p ~ c i p a l  classes of lossy image 

compression. In vector quantizaiion, image samples are quantized into a nnite set of image 

samples. In transform coding, the image is traosfonned into a domain w h e ~  the image is 

decomposed into its constituent kquencies or fkquency plus temporal components. 

Of the transform coding class, one of the current standards for image compression 

is JPEG (Joint Photographie Experts Gmup). In the basehe P E G  algorithm Feka951, 

the image is fint subdivided into 8 x 8 blocks. Each block is then trmsformed into the 

cosine dornain ihrough the use of the discrete cosine fransform (DCï) which yields a set of 

coefficients that are quantized and recorded in a zigzag fashion to obtain a owaimensional 

signal. This signal is then coded by the Huftnan compression algorithm. Currently. work 

is king done to use the discreie wavelet transform 0 Wall891 instead of the DCï in 

REG. In this case, the DWT yields fkquency plus temporal components of the image. 

Another class of lossy compression is vector quantkation. 

Vector quantization involves subdividing the image into blocks, or vectors. Each 

vector is classified by finding, in another set of vectors, the best matching vector. The 

index of the vector in the set is used to replace the original vector. The set of indices 

representing the image vectors is a much more compact way of representing the image. 

The image is recoasmicted by using the vector in the set that is pointed to by the index of 

each vector in the original image. While transfomi c&g and vector quantization are 

effective means of cornpressing images. &ta1 compression has also received a great deal 

of focus in the research of image compression. 

Fraftal image compression is a technique in which the image is treated as king a 

fractal or collage of k ta l s ,  where a fracta1 is characterized as self-simiiar because portions 

of that image are transfomed copies of other portions the image. If a real-world image c m  

be treated the same way, a very compact representation of the image cm be generated. 



The earliest form of k t a l  image compression, which was developed by Barnsley 

[Barn88], [Bam93], took a complex bioary image and represented it with a short set of 

tmnsform functions. This set and the xnethod that applies the set to regenerate the image is 

called an iterated hinction system, which will be descn'bed later in this work. Barnsley 

applied this methoci to d world images and obtained extcemely high compression ratios. 

However, automatically determining the correct set of transform fiinctions that wiii 

ceconstruct any given image is an NP complete problem. In Barnsley's approach, a hurnan 

operator would provide the cornputer with points in the image that cm be used to generate 

the transfonn fûnctions. This is wt practical if it is desired to have a fully automatic, 

staud-alone process. 

A student of Barnsley's, Jaquin [Jacq92], [Jacq93], applied the concept of iterated 

function systems to develop an automatic process cded fraftal block coding. W e  the 

results were not as good as Barnsley's, the process was entirely automatic. The process 

worked by scanning through the entire image and finding pairs of blocks, where one could 

be transformed into the other. However, the act of searching the entire image for a best 

matching pair is a very MK intensive procedure and is of a complexity 0(n4)). The process 

was inefficient because many hours would be spent to search thousands of blocks for just 

one block that best matched. via a transform, another given block The eficiency could be 

improved if the number of blocks to be searched could be reduced. 

The number of biocks to be searched can be ieduced by pre-classifying the blocks . 

In a technique d e d  reduced-search fmctnl block coding, developed by Kinsner and Wall 

[KiWa93] and Wall931, only the blocks of the same class as the block before the 

transfomi are examined for the possibility of king the best match. The reduced search 

resulted in a complexity of 0(n3) as opopsed to Jacquh's 0(n4). The blocks are classified 

by matching them to one of a set of vectors which is trained with a fkquency sensitive 

cornpetitive learning (FSCL) neural network. The resulting fhctai code is also M e r  



compressed using a lossless technique cded arithrnetic entropy encodïng [WiNC87] which 

aiiows for a 20% better compression than the k t a i  code aione. 

A probiem that exists with the compression of images is ihat images are generally 

contaminateci with some Lind of noise which is o h  encountered during the digitization 

process but can also becorne evi&nt &r digital manipidation of the image foilowing the 

digitization. Noise, being random and unpredictable, raises the Wt-order entropy of the 

image. Higher entropy generally indicates a lower relative nurnkr of redundancies. For 

that reason, compression techniques that exploit the inhereat redundancies of the image 

perform poorly. The noise can be reduced but problems exist in the cornmon noise 

reduction techniques. Most noise reduction can be achieved by a filter that affects the 

pixels of the image to make the noise iess prominent In doing so. however. the pixels that 

compose the signal that we wish to preserve are distorted. 

1.2 Objectives 

This thesis studies the reduced-search k t a i  block coding algorithm, with the 

addition of a pre-processing stage called wavelet denoising that does not Nier the signal but 

attempts to separate the desired signal h m  the noise. Since data that is not part of  the 

signal is removed, wavelet denoising is considered to be a lossless technique. By reduchg 

the amount of noise, the entropy of the signal is reduced. This effectiveiy increases the 

level of redundancy in the image, giving it more &ta1 characteristics. If the image is 

perfectly self-similar, every portion of the image would be one of a f i t e  set of 

transformations of another portion. W e  this is not the case in real-world images. 

reducing the entropy moves the image closer to that state. With the addition of the wavelet 

denoising stage, the efficiency of the reduced-search k t a i  block coding is increased by as 

much as 9.1% to 11%. 



1.3 Summary of Thesis 

The chapters of this thesis are broken down as follows. Chapter 2 gives a 

theoreticai background to ffactals, affine transformations, and wavelea. Chapter 3 

provides a description of how reduced-search &ta1 block coding works, complete with 

the pst-processing stage of  arithrnetic entropy encodùig. Chapter 4 describes the two 

techniques of pre-pmcessing the images that were used in this work. While, wavelet 

denoising is the focus, spatial f i l t e~g  was used to offer a comparison. The 

implementation of reduced-search &ta1 block codùig with and without pre-processing the 

images is descn'bed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 describes the resuits of the experïments and 

provides some discussion. Here, the effects of wavelet denoising and spatial n I t e ~ g  on 

reduced-search fracta1 block codhg are compared. FiaUy, Chapter 7 States some 

conclusions and recommendations for future work. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
This chapter is intendecl to provide a theoretical background to aii the work 

presented in this thesis. Fractai coduig takes advantage of the seIf-Mar or self-affine 

nature of our nahnal enviroament In Light of this. a discussion of classical k t a l s  is 

necessary with the discussion begïnning with the description of self-similarity and self- 

affmity. Following that is a discussion of the concepts of scale. measuremeot, and 

dimension which estabiish a definite method of measuring and analyzing fractals so that 

fiactais need not be as complex as they appear to be. The analysis is instrumental in 

developing a detemiinistic aigorithm to construct hctals. The purpose of this is to show 

that complex fracta1 images can be constnicted and easily repeated If the fractals cm be 

represented in a compact fom, then by representing naturai objects as king coastnicred 

with k t a l s  they cm also be represented in a compact form. The discussion also includes 

metric spaces, affine transfomis, the collage theorem, the contraction rnapping principle. 

and iterated function systems. 

In order for fractai coding to work well, the system performing the procedure must 

have the ability to identify simiiarities between two regions of the Mage so that a 

contractive transform can be designed that maps one of the regions on to the other. This 

identification bas been shown to be perfomed weii with an aitificial neural network. In 

that respect, a brief background on one type of artifïcial neural network. the fiequency 

sensitive cornpetitive leaming neural network, is given. 

Having established the nature of fractals, the chapter continues by describing how 

the wavelet transform works. The wavelet transform is used to denoise the images in 

preparation for fi.aCta.1 coding. Additive noise reduces the efficiency of k t a i  coding 

techniques. The development of the theoretical background of the wavelet transform is 

supported with a discussion of vector spaces and orthonormal bases. 



2.1 Self-Similarity and SeU-Affhity 

The redundancy that exists in a n a d  object can be charactethxi as king  self- 

similar. To illustrate self-similarity, take a simple Liae segment, d e d  the Uriiiutor, and 

replace it with aaother set of line segments arrangeci in a specinc way, called the grnerutor, 

as show in Fig. 2.1. Then take each of those Jhe segments and replace them with the 

generator but scaied and rotateci to match the orientation of each segment. The process c m  

continue an innnite nurnber of times, resuiting in an object of infinite complexity. At any 

given scale, the object is made up of scaled down replicas of the whole object making it 

strictiy self-simiiar everywhere i.e. it h a  the same scale in ai i  directions. The characteristic 

where the amount of detail seen does not change no matter what the sale of observation is 

cded scale invarùmce. The object shown in Fig. 2.1 is an example of a k t a l  cailed the 

Koch curve @hnd771. 

W e  the Koch curve is strictiy self-similas everywhere, aU fhctals do not have to 

be. There can be varying degrees of self-similarity to the point where the scaled down 

replicas no longer resemble the original object but are still daied to the whole object 

through an afnne transformation. Objects with this kind of characteristic have more than 

one scaliog direction, and are called seIfIfutne . The transformation is a one-tmne 

mapping fiom an object in ndimensional space on to the same space. The transformation, 

w, caiied an affine transformation, in the n-dimensional space of real numbea, is written as 

w:w+w. (2.1 



Fig. 2.1. The construction of the Koch curve is uiitiated by a single line segment and 
generated by the four Line segments (Mand831. 

where 9l is the space of real numbers. A hctal  object may be construcied with a collage of 

any number of afnne transformations. This has the potential of generating fiactal objects 

with a variety of detaü and textures. In this manaer, hctals thaî resemble natural, reai- 

world objects can be detenninistically coostnicted. 

At this point, we have a simple method for generating self-affine or self-similar 

fractals which wiîi be instrumental in the reconstruction of fiactal coded images. In both 

cases, relatively complex images cm be comtructed from a very compact description which 

results in extremely high compression ratios. While the generated k t a l s  appear complex, 

they cm be measured and a value of how selfsirnilar they are can be obtained. This 



requires a discussion of how the sale at which an object is measured affects the totd 

overaii measurement. 

2.2 Scale, Measurement, and Dimension 

A comprehensive and W e d  review of h t a i  dimensions has been presented by 

Kinsner @hs94a]. This section surnmarizes the key ideas peainent to this thesis. When 

one wishes to obtain the length of a simple, finite gemneüical object such as a rectangle, 

one simply uses a d e r  or other measuring &vice and measures the length of one side. 

The length obrained is accurate to within some margin of emr that is dependent on the 

measuring device use& To m u r e  the perimeier, the sum of the lengtbs of aU four sides 

is taken. This method is simple for objects with straight sides. However, for an object 

such as a circle, the task is a üttie more complicated A possible approach would be to trace 

the circle with ttiread or other flexf'ble twl and then measure the length of the thread to 

obtain the length of the circumference of the circle. Anotber method would be to inscribe 

the circle with a polygon and measure the length of the perirneter of the polygon by taking 

the sum of the Iengtbs of each side as shown in Fig. 2.2. This results in an approximation 

of the iength of the circumference of the circle. By decmsing the length of each side, thus 

increasing the number of sides, the approximation would approach the actual value of the 

NcUIIlference. The length of a side of the polygon indicaies the scale at which the 

measurernent is taken. At smaller scales, the accuracy of the total length increases. 

However, to apply this method to IÏactal objects. where the amount of detail does not 

change as the scale decreases, problems arise. 



Fig. 2.2. Measuring the perimeter of a circle. 

A famous question posed by Mandelbrot Nand831, "How long is the Coast of 

Britaio?" seems simple enough but is actuaiiy difficdt to determine. A portion of a 

coastiine is at lest  as long as the distance between the two endpoints. However, as shown 

in Fig. 2.3, the coastline is wioding and irregular which would add to the distance already 

rneasured between the endpoints. The length of the coastline can be measured by 

approximating it with an irregular polygon and summing the lengths of the sides of the 

polygon. In order to appmximate the coastiine as closely as possible, the lengths of the 

sides wodd have to become s d e r  and smaller to accomrnodate every indentation and 

excursion. Unlike that of the circle, the length of the coastline does not converge to a f i t e  

value. The amount of detail visible on the coastiine depends on the scale at which it is 

viewed. A portion of coastline viewed at 1 / 1 0  000 %ale that is reexamined at 1/10 000 

scale reveals smaller bays and peninsulas. A portion of t h ?  portion can be examuied again 

at 111000 scale to reved even more inlets and other irregularities. It is seen from this 

example that it is impossible to obtain an exact measure of the length of the coastline. that 

is, the length increases uifitely. The accuracy of the measure depends on the sale at 

which the coastline is measured. 



Fig. 2.3. The Coast of Bntain. 

As noted earlier, a method of measuring the length of the perimeter o f  a closed 

polygon is to sum the lengths of the sides. This can be extencied by stating that the Ieagth 

of the perimeter of a closed polygon is the sum of the lengths of the sides each raised to the 

power D = 1 which is the dimensional space in which the perimeter of the polygon is 

embedded. In the same mamer. the area enclosed by the polygon can be measured by 

covering it with squares and summiag the lengths of the squares each raised to the power 

D = 2 yielding the sum of the areas of the squares. As with measuring the length of the 

coasthe. the accuracy of the mesure increases as the size of the squares decreases and the 

number of squares increases. When measuring the length of the circumference of a circle, 

the length, L ,  approaches a finite lirnit as the measuring distance. r, approaches O. The 

length can be calculated by 

L, = N,r (2.2) 

where N, is the total number of Iiw segments. It is clear that r is raised to the power 1 . 

Equation 2.2 will not apply to the coastliae because L, approaches infinity as r approaches 

zero. So, let r be raised to some dimension DL so that t, is equal to one. 

L, = ~ ~ r ~ ~  = 1. r i )  O .  (2.3) 

Since r c m  be arbitrarily less than 1, the total length can be set to equal 1. The total length 

of the coastline with r raised to the power 1 .O is 

t 1 



where the substitution for N, cornes nom Eq. 2.3. 

By examining the results of making several measurements of the length of the 

coastline with varying sizes of masurement devices, it can be seen that the measured 

length of the coastline is inversely proportional to the length of the measurement device as 

shown in the plot in Fig.2.4a By plotting the log of the total length vs. the log of the 

measurement precision, I/r? a straight liue is plotted as shown in Fig. 2.4b. The slope, p, 

of the log-log plot is the exponent that satisfies the power-law relationship 

so by equating Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5, the length orj?actal dimension @land77], of the coastline 

is 

D' = l + p -  (2.6) 

To show that this calculation works. the procedure can be implemented on the 

perimeter of the circle or any other non-&ta1 object. The length of any non-f'ractaI object 

would yield a log-log plot with a slope p = O. The length dimension would, as expected, 

be equal to one. The same procedure can be performed on the coastline. The results of the 

calculation show thaî the &ta1 dimension of the coast of Britain is 1.38, As a 

cornparison. the fiactal dimension of the Coast of Norway is 1 -66. It can be observed that 

the coast of Norway has mon convolutions than the coast of Bntain. Both coasts cover a 

certain degree of area through their tneande~g to exist beyond single dimension but not 

quite enough to constitute a two dimensional object. 



Fig. 2.4. (a) Plot of coastline length vs. length of measurement device. (b) Plot of log of 
coastline length vs. log of measurement precision (after -94bI). 

The Koch curve, king a strictly self-similar fiactal object. can be analyzed in the 

same way. The Koch curve, by the nature of its construction, is already paxtitioned into 

iine segments. The length of the cuve is the product of the total number of h e  segments 

and the length of the line segments as in Eq. 2.4. The Koch curve, however, contains an 

infinite number of line segments so the product is infioite or undefmed. At each scale level, 

the leogth of the liae segment is scaled by 1/3. For each drop in scale. the number of line 

segments increases by a factor of four. The length of the Koch c w e  increases without 

bound. By fo110wing the established catcuiation for the k t a l  dimension, the result is 

1.262. 

The length dimension of a strictly self-similar object such as the Koch curve can be 

generalized to the &ta1 self-similarity dimension. D, [Kins94b], which avoids the 

procedure necessary to calculate the slope of the log-log plot. Since an object that is 

reduced by a factor r produces N exact copies of itself, it satisfies the power-law equation 



For objects such as the Koch c w e  or the Cantor set, which are strictly self-similu, 

the self-similarity dimension cm be caicdakd at any iteration of their construction. 

However, for objects that reach exact self-similarity at an ionnite number of iterations, Eq. 

2.8 can be M e r  generalized <O 

The above derivation will work on objects that are strîctly self-similar. Felix 

Hausdorff inaoduced the concept of subdividing an object that is not necessarily strictly 

self-similar into equal size neighbowhwds Wand771. Blockwise subdivision is the 

simplest to implement but they cm be any arbitrary shape. The procedure starts with a 

coarse subdivision of the object. The number of neighbourhoods of s i z  that cover the 

object is counted. On the next iteration, the size of the neighbourhoods is decreased and 

the number of neighbourhds that cover the object is again counted. This process is 

repeated until no more detail cm be observed. The h t a l  dimension is caiculated as 

D, = lim Log(Nr ) 
r+" log(:) r 

where N, is the number of neighbourhoods that cover the object with a neighbourhood size 

r. Abram S. Besicovitch extended this by stating that if the exponent of the measurhg 

precision is less than D ,  the length is Uinoite and if the exponent is pater than D ,  the 

length vanishes. Equation 2.10, then, is called the Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension 

Wand771. There are other k t a i  dimensions [Kns94a] which are suitable for different 
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kiods of fractals- A formai definition of a fracta1 can now be stated as a set whose 

Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension strictly exceeds its topological dimension Nand771. 

The k t a i  dimension, whether it be the length dimension, self-similarify 

dimension, or the Hausdo~Besicovitch dimension, measurs the roughness of the fractal. 

The higher the dimasion the rougher the 6=actal. It should be stressed, however, that this 

class of moiphologicd &ta1 duneosions is incapable of revealing lower-order fiactak 

ws94al .  Muitifktctal mesures must be used to show the entire specûum of fractals in 

an object Fractals of varying dimensions c m  k thought to make up our natural 

environment as was already indicated by studying the coastline of a land mass. 

2.3 Fractals in Nature 

Our natural environment can be descnid through the use of k t a l s .  In his book, 

The Fr& Geomefry 4 Nature, Benoit Mandelbrot mand77] shows the comection 

between fkwtals and nature. For example, the bark of a tree, when viewed fiom a distance 

appears to have a rough surface. On cioser inspection, that same roughness can be seen at 

fmer and fmer scales which demonstrates the concept of scde invariance. A mountain 

range, shown in Fig. 2.5, has a characteristic jagged appearance at aU scales. Naturai 

objects are self-&me, rather than saictly self-similar, which imphes thece are 

transformations other than scaling involved in the construction of the object. The class of 

images that are snidied in this work are of the naturai world, particdarly of head-and- 

shoulder images of people. 

By treating the greyscale values as altitudes, a ihRe dimensionai representation can 

be constructed, Fig 2.6. The result is very sirnilar to the mountain range. This seems to 

confirm the co~ection that exists between greyscale images and fractais. In addition, by 

studying the features in an image self-similar portions can be located as shown in Fig. 2 -7. 

While the construction process of such fractals itself is fairly simple, determining 



specifically what process is requùed to consmict a particdar f e a m  and to actually b d  the 

features is difficuit. 

Fig. 2.5. The b t a l  nahm of a mountain range. 

In Section 2.1, the concep of seif-affine structures was briefly introduced as 

objects that are composed of scaled down and distorted copies of itself or portions of itself. 

These transforms, in order to create a k t a l ,  illustrate the contraction mapping pnnciple. In 

order to understand how contractive transformations work, it is fmt required to understand 

the subject of metric spaces and metrics. 

2.4 Metric Spaces and Metrics 

Before any discussion of mappings or transformations can occur, me& spaces 

must fmt be dehed. A meûic space [Yz$EJ is a pair (X,d) where X is a set and the 

metric, d, is a distance measure defined on X .  A meoic space must satisQ the foiiowing 

for aU x, y, z E X: 



Fig. 2.6. (a) Greyscaie image of lma. (b) Thne-dimensional representation of Lena using 
greyscale values as altitudes (Image produced with Pov-Ray 3.0 [Youn96].). 



Fig. 2.7. Self-similar portions of Lena @?ish94]. 

1. d is mal, hite .  and non-negative 

2. d(x,y) = O  if and only i fx=y  

3 d k y )  = d(y,x) 

4. d k  y )  S d(x, z) + d(z,y) 

An example of a meoic space is the Euclidean plane. s2. This metnc space 

contains the set of ordered pairs of the form (x,y2). The Euclidean metric is defined by 

Objects such as a square or cide exist in the Euclidean plane. For the discussion of 

fractals it is important to establish a space of reference. It had been determiwd earlier that 

fr;actals are not of the same complexity as other one or two dimensional objects which 



reside Li the two dimensional space. Therefore, the Hausdorff tnetric space Darn931, 

which is complete, is introduced. 

A complete metric space is one in which any Cauchy sequence in the space 

converges in that space. In other words, a complete metnc space is a space in which aü 

convergent sequencs converge to points that are stiü in the space. A Cauchy sequence is 

such that for every E > O, there is an N = N(E) so that for a sequence (x,} 

d(xm, xm) < E (2.12) 

for every m. n > N. 

Given a complete metric space (X,d), the Hausdorff space @(X) contains points 

that are compact subsets of X, other than the empty set. The terni compact refea to the 

requirement that ali sequences in the space have convergent subsequences. The distance 

measure for the Hausdos space is a rneasure of the distance between two points in *(m. 

Given a point x E X and a set B E q(X) the distance between the point x and a set B is 

d(x, B) = min{d(~,~) : y E B} .  (2.13) 

Having established the distance between a point in X and a set in %(m. the distance 

between sets A, B E g(X) is 

d(A, B) = max{d(x. B) : x E A}. (2.14) 

This distance measure fmt. for every point in A. fin& the distance to the nearest point in 

B. Then the maximum of those mesures is determined. This measure is not necessarily 

equal to d(B,A). The Hausdorff distance between points A, B E S ( X )  is now defmed as 

follows 

h(A. B) = d(A, B) v d(i3.A). 



The notation a v b is used to indicate the maximum of the real values a and 6. The 

Hausdorff metric space is now dehed as (S(X),h) in which &tais can be generated 

2.5 Aniae Traasforms 

By definition parn93]. an afnne transform is  of the form 

g - a - x + b  (2.16) 

where a is a scahg factor and b is a translation. The transfocm g is a transform dong the 

real line but can be extended into the two dimensional plane as 

The 2 x 2 rnatrk performs a distortion which includes scaling, rotation. reflection, and 

shearing. The vector is a translation dong the horizontal and vertical axes. If the LI 
deterininant of the ma& îs Iess than 1, the transfonn is classifîed as contractive. 

2.6 The Contraction Mapplng Principle and the Collage Theorem 

Given an affine mapphg f:X+X, on a metric space (X,d). where d is some 

distance measure. the contractive mapping theorem States that there is a constant O<&l 

such that 

d(f (4. f (Y) )  c d(x, y ) k  Y E X - (2.18) 

The constant c is cailed the contractivity f a o r  of the contractionJ 

When the contractivity factor is restricted between O and 1, the recunive 

applications of the mapping wïil result in a convergent sequence. If a, a,, a,. ... is a 

sequence of points in X defmed by q,, = f(a,), then the sequence converges to a unique 

fmed point called an mactor,  a, 



a, = lima, 
n-w- 

The attractor is characienzed as behg invariant so that AIiJ = a,, to which there exists an 

This measwe gives an approximation of how long the sequence will take to reach an 

acceptable distance to the aftractor. The m t o r  does not have to be composed of just one 

mapping but cm be a collage of tniosforms. 

The collage theorem states thai, given a space (Xsl), there exists a set of mappings, 

uo, f,, ft ,-.., f. }, an attractor, a,, a contractivity factor, c, and an arbitrary constaot, E, in 

X such that 

and then 

or equivalently. 

for ail LE X. This coroiiary of the contractive mapping theorem implies that given an 

attractor in X there exists a set of mappings.f, whose union is a close approximation of the 

attractor. 

Affine transforms, the contraction mapping principle, and the collage theorem. 

king  necessary for the construction of fractais, al1 have a role in k t a l  compression. The 



eariiest fom of Fraftal image compression, iteratedfunction system, is quite dependent on 

them. 

2.7 Iterated Functioa Systems 

The coUage theorem implies that a set of mappings exist for a given unique 

attractor. Iterated fiuiction systems marn931, IFS, consist of sets of contractive affine 

transformations (CATs), which are affine transforms as descn'bed in Section 2.5 bat 

exhibit the contractive mappiag theonm. An affine transform of the form of Eq. 2.16 

would have to satisQ Eq. 2.18. That is, the distance between the transformations of two 

points in the space must be Less than the distance between the points themselves. For the 

one dimensional case. this can be satisfied by resaicting a to be behueen O and 1, not 

including the value 1. For the two dimensional case, the 2x2 ma& of Eq. 2.22 mus have 

a detenninant less than 1 in order for the transform to satism the contractive mapping 

theorem. Thus, the IFS wili converge to a unique k e d  point. 

As mentioued above, the E S  consists of a set of contractive affhe transformations, 

The attractor is approached as the output of each CAT becomes the input of another. This 

continues through every CAT. witb each one chosen with a predetennined probability. 

Since every CAT chosen is contaiaed within the IFS, the IFS is considered a recursive 

system. This introduces a self-affinity in the attmctor which, as desccibed earlier. is a 

chamteristic of hctais. 

For example, the Sierpinski hiangie cm be modeled with IFSs, as shown in Fig. 

2.8. Three affine transforms mate three copies of a basic shape and places them in 

positions relative to each other. The parameters for each CAT are shown in Table 2.1. The 

system is initiated with any arbitrary point. The parameter p, indicates the probabiiïty at 

w hich that particuir CAT is selec ted 



nerate the Sierpinski gasket peJS92]- 
e f P 

0.000 0.000 ' 0.333 ' 

As the nwnber of iterations kcreases, as a result of the collage theorem, the system 

converges to the attractor which, in this case is the Sierpinski gasket. The IFS is composed 

of 3 CATs, so the collage mapping of the IFS is 

Fig. 2.8. Sierpinski Triangle. 

The result of each iteration is plotted to create the image. This system will always converge 

to the Sierpinski gasket because, as required by the contractive mapping principle, the IFS 

should have a unique attractor so that W(aJ = a-. However, the inverse is not m e .  For a 

given attractor, there could be many IFSs that could converge to it. The size of the image 

of the Sierpinski gasket shown is 256x256 which is 65536 bits. The fde containing the 

IFS coefficients can be as Little as 576 bits, resulting in a compression ratio of 

approximately 1 14: 1. 

Amther exarnple of an IFS is shown in Fig. 2.9. The image created is a very 

realistic Iooking branch of a fem. These coefficients can be stored in 768 bits resulting in a 

compression ratio of 85: 1. This immediately poses the possibility that FSs can be used to 



cornpress nanual. rd-world images as weU. However. wbile it is fairly easy to generate 

the amactor when the IFS parameters are known, it is ciifficuit to reverse the process. 

More specificdy, it is difncdt to have an automatic process determine the IFS parameters, 

since it is desired to have this processed thmugh the use of a cornputer. 

The problem with automathg tbis process is that it must be known what points 

would be the range of the fuoction, w( X). and what points would be the domain. The 

problem becornes a matter of solving for six unknown parameters so t h  range-domain 

pairs would be needed. 

Fig. 2.9. Barnsley's fem. 
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Table 2.2. Parameter for each CAT of the IFS to generate Barnsley's fem Farn881, 

The equations in Eq. 2.24 malus it possible to solve for the coefficients of the rnatrix and 

the translation vector given points (xI,yI), (x,,y,). and (+y,) and their comsponding 

affine transforms (Z, ,y,). (q, y,), and (q, J3) .  A decision must be made as to which 

pairs of points are afflne transfonns of each other. This decision is not an easily automated 

task. 

in a repoft by Bal [Bd95], a systematic approach to solving the inverse problem 

bas been addressed. Software was wrïtten that provides a graphical user interface where an 

image can be displayed The user is able to select what is believed to be three pairs of 

points where the second point of each pair is an affine transformation of the first point. 

The software calculates the parameters for the CAT and is then able to consmict an image 

based on those parametea. More CATS are determineci by selecting more sets of three 

pairs of points until the h a l  constructed image converges to the original source image. 

The source code that calculates the parameters and constmct the image is presented in 

Appenduc D. 

It will be shown how it can be possible to determine a set of affine transformations 

that is able to construct an image. This is done by finding a transformation between a pair 

of image blocks that are similar to each other. The transformation is such that it transfomis 

one block to closely approximate the other block. This process is repeated for aii image 

blocks that cover the image. The problem is that there are too many blocks to in an image 

to locate a pair that match. The number of blocks to be searched can be reduced by using 

an artif~cid neural network. 



2.8 Frequency Sensitive Competitive Learning 

M c i a l  neural networks have the ability to separate features in a data set that 

would not be separable ushg heuristical methods. The data set can be separated into 

classes whose members are members of the data set that share similar features. In order for 

the neural network to perform this tasic, it must be trained to recognize members of 

different classes and identify them as belonging to such classes. The method of training is 

cornpetitive because individual cells or "neurons," referred to here as codewords or 

codebook vectors, in the network compete to classify a given data sample. 

The structure of the network contains a single layer of neurons and a single input 

layer. Each nemn contains a vector, calied a codeword, of N comection weights which 

indicate the strength of the comection between the neuron and each of the Nelements in the 

input layer. The weight vector must be nonnalized so that the length of the vector is equal 

to one. The network in this fonn is then used in either a classification mode or a û a h b g  

mode- 

In classification mode, an input vector is presented to the input layer of the 

network. A distortion mesure, the Euciidean metric, is calculated for each codeword- The 

neuron whose codeword resulted in the smallest distortion is declaced the winner. Another 

method of detemiining the winning neuroa is with the greatest input activation, o. The 

input activation is calculated by 

The classification associated with that neuron is then associated with the input vector. In 

order for accurate classification to occuf, the network must be trained pmperly. 

Competitive leaming [AKCM90] is a method for üaïning the network. A neural 

network trained in this method tunes its codewords to be near data vectors that can be 

grouped together if they occur fiequently enough. Ln other words, data vectors in a set of 

data samples that are statisticdy prominent becorne members of a separate class defined by 



the neural network. The problem with this is that fieanires that are staosticaiiy prominent 

wiii cause a select few of the codewords to win the competition. The remaining codewûrds 

will not be used resuithg in inefficient use of the neural network. It wodd be desired that 

if the data samples aie not evenly dimibuted amng  the classes, then the neural network 

train itself so that the= is an evén dismiution among the codewords. A simple way of 

achieving tbis is to keep track of how ofken a particuiar coéeword wins the competition. 

This method is ceferred to as frequency sensitive cornpetitive learning (FSCL) [AKCMW]. 

The trainhg algorithm for the FSCL neural network occurs in four stages. In the 

first stage the weight, w i,  must be uùtialized. To offer good distribution, tbe elements of 

the vectors are set to the mean of ail vectors in the training set plus or minus some random 

perturbation. The vectors are normalued to Iength equal to one. In the second stage, a 

training vector, x, is chosen at random h m  the aainùig set and presented to the network. 

The distance measm are compared and the codeword that is closest to x is declared the 

winner. Stage three updates the wînning codeword in the foliowing manner 

iùi = w, + Awi 

where i is the index of each vector element and Awi is defined by 

with q king the leaming rate. Before the start of training, the l e h g  rate is set to equal a 

large value between 0.1 and 0.7. In the founh stage, the learning rate is âecreased and the 

process repeats at stage two. The entire process continues until the learning rate reduces to 

zero. The rate at which the leamhg rate falls should be set so that there will be enough 

training samples to properly condition the network. 

The training algorithm described above describes the basic cornpetitive leaming 

algorithm. In FSCL, shown in Fig. 2.10, a counter is associated with each codeword that 

keeps track of how ofien that codeword wins the competition. It can be thought of as a 

conscience mechanism [AKCMW]. This fkquency value, f, aiters the distance measure 



between the codeword and the aaining vector so that that codeword appears to be further 

away nom the training vector than it really is. Thus. it WU not be chosen when it wins 

enough times to be pushed m e r  away than another codeword which then will have the 

opportunïty to win the cornpetition. The input activation, then, is &O recalcuiated as 

Afier training is complete, tbe codebodc wiii be conditioned to recognize as many feature 

classes as there are codewords with each codeword getthg an equal number of adjustments 

so that the training set is evenly distributecl over the neural network 

OUTPUT 
LAYER 

INPLJT 
LAYER 

x 

Fig. 2.10. Frequency sensitive cornpetitive leamhg neural network. 

An optimai number of codewords must be chosen to best represent the features in 

the training set. If too few are used. there will not k enough distinction made between 

various feature classes- Thus, one codeword would be chosen for different feature classes. 

If too many codewords are used, the codewords WU becorne too specincaliy conditioned 

for a particular data vector. Thus. while one codeword will be chosen when one data 

vector is presented to the network, another codeword wiU be chosen when a different data 



vector is presented to the network, even though the two data vectors belong to the same 

ciass. 

Tbe FSCL neural network wül preclassify the blocks so that finding affine 

transformable blodc pairs will be easier, but the block pairïng is afkcted by additive noise. 

Noise, being random and unpredictable, d u c e s  the number of sirnilar block pairings 

existing in the image. The goal of this thesis is to d u c e  the noise, thus increasing the 

number of similar block pauings. This can be achieved through wavelet denoising. To 

describe how wavelet denoising works, a background of the wavelet transfonn is required 

which begins with a discussion of vector spaces and orthonormal bases. 

2.9 Vector Spaces 

A vector space consists of a set of vectors to which any of two algebraic operations 

can be applied with the result still king a member of the set my78] and a norm which 

defines the magnitude of a vector. The two algebraic operations are vector addition and 

multiplication by scalars. For work with images. the vector space used is L 2 ( m  where the 

vectors are of limited energy, as shown here. 

The norm, Ikll. is defined by the b e r  product of a vector, x, with itself, sbown as 

w here the imer product of two vectors, (a,.), is given by 



2-10 Orthonormal Bases 

The algebraic operation of vector addition d o w s  linear combinations of vectors 

whose result still resides in the set of vectors. A latearly independnit set of vectors, x,  , 

q, --,..., x ,  satisfies the equation, 

q x ,  +qx, +-0-+a,x, = 0,  (2-3 2 )  

where a,, a,, ..., a, are scalars ai l  qua1 to O. If this is not satisfied, then the set of 

vectors are lmearly dependent- A linearly independent set of vectors forms a basis of a set 

M if every vector v E M can be written as a unique linear combination, or superposition. 

of the iinearly independent set of vectors. This can be written as 

The set { ai E 8 } , called the coefficients of v, represents v completely and unifody. 

Eacii scaiar a,, indicates the amplitude of each vector xi, that is, they indicate how much 

each vector contributes to the vector v. When the basis ( x , }  and vector v are given, it is 

desired that the set of scalars (ai E %) be found. This is mcuit for an arbitrary basis. 

However, if the basis is orthonormal, the scalars are easily found- 

An orthonormal set mey78] is a set whose elements have a nom of one and the 

b e r  product of any two vectors Ui the set satisw 

Now, each scalar can be calculated by the inner product 

ai = (x, ,~).  (2.35) 

This is an orthogonal projection of v on to xi. The orthogonal projection gives the 

component of v in the direction of xi. By taking the superposition of ail the vectors in the 

bai s  with each scaled by the appropriate coefficient, the vector v is produced. The act of 



Fig. 2.1 1. A few examples of Daubechies wavelets: (a) Daubechies-4, (b) Daubechies-8, 
(c) Daubechies- 12, (d) Daubechies-20 

generating the coefficients is called the forward traosform and the act of generating the 

vector, v, is cded the inverse, or reverse, transfom. 

2.11 The Wavelet Traasform 

The idea of the forward transfom using an oahonormal basis can be used on a 

signal that is repcesented by a vector to decompse it into a superposition of a set of 

vectors. Wavelets are scaled and translateci copies of a single function. in a manner not 

uatike the traasfonnations that exist in fhctals. 

Equation 2.36 Daub921 Uustrates the generation of wavelets, where a is a scaling factor, b 

is a translation, t is the index of the domain of the function, and y,., is a hnction referred 

to as the mother wavelet scaled by a factor of 1 and translaîed by O. With a c 1, the 

wavelet produed is a high fkequency wavelet with a narrow width. With a > 1, the 

wavelet is low frequency with wide width. The shape, in al l  cases, however, remains the 

same. With a set of wavelets varying in scale, the wavelet transfomi cm be performed. A 

few examples of wavelets are show in Fig. 2.1 1. 

In order for the set of wavelets to be suitable for wavelet transforms, there must be 

enough of them to span the entire signal space. If there are insufncient wavelets, then 

different input signals wiU result in identical transforms c e s u l ~ g  in a poor reconstruction 



when the inverse ttaDsform is performed. The optimal wavelet transform is a series of 

wavelets whose basis is a corntable set of wavelets with a minimum number of basis 

signals that span the signal space. From Eq. 2.36, the basis signais are derived as 

where the sale a = 1 and the translation b = 2%. 

The wavelet transfoan is a superposition of a set of wavelets where a set of scalar 

coefficients are generawl. If the set of wavelets forms an orthogonal basis, then given a 

real-valued signal, v(t), and using Eq. 2.35, the wavelet coefficients can be generated by 

The value Wv(u,t) is the wavelet coefficients at scale a. The inner product given above in 

~ ~ ( 9 t )  is defined as W y 7 8 J  

To reconstruct the signal, v(t), the inverse msform, 

is used. Small values of j imply small values of a resulting in a narrow wavelet which is 

more representative of fke details. Coacients corresponding to narrow wavelets will 

have a greater magnitude if there are many fine details in the input signal v(t). Larger 

values ofj increase the sale a, produchg a wider wavelet which is more representative of 

coarse details. 

In this thesis, instead of the continuous wavelet transform, the discrete wavelet 

transfom. DWT, is more practical. The input signal v(t) is sampled at equal intervals to 

produce N samples. The discrete signal is v = (v[OJ, v[l], ..., vm-1 J) so that it is now in 

the SN space. Using the same sampling rate, the wavelet basis, vb(t), is also transfemed 

to SN space to yield Vb[n]. The forward transfomi becomes 



inner produc t becomes 

Since, in practice, there will not be an inf?nite amount of signal, the signal wül be 

limiteci by time or space, therefore, the amount of translation must also be Limited. The 

shift k is iimited to 

0 1 k c 2 " N  (2.43) 

or b = 2jk wiU rault in translation values greater then N-l if k becomes too high. The 

value of j must also be resttkted to remain above zero because j<0 wili result in non-iateger 

signal vector indices. Tbat kind of precision is not necessary, however, because the level 

of detail in the input signal is ümited to the nurnber of samples in v[n]. Using j=O will not 

be praaical because this wiil cause the wavelet to vanish resulting in the coefficient k i n g  O. 

In Eq. 2.43.2"Ncan not be less than one or there wiil be non-integer signai vector indices. 

This requires that j be limited by 

K j < J  (2-44) 

where JSiog,(N) is a user defmed parameter. The upper Limit on J ensures îhat k does not 

exceed its Limitation in Eq. 2.43. The upper lllnit on J, however, restncts the ability of the 

wavelets to span the enth signai space because there will be coarse details that require j to 

be higher than J. To accommodate this, the DWT incorporates an orthonormal scaiïng 

bais signal, #,&, which scales the input signal so that the coarse details for j > J fd within 

the span of the wavelets. The scaling coefficients are the low hequency components of the 

signal because the scalhg signais sa le  d o m  the coarse, or low frequency, parts of the 

signal. The forward DWT then consists of {cjA,d,*} which is defmed by 



and the inverse by 

It can be shown thaî the total number of scaliag coefficients plus the number of wavelet 

coefficients, is equal to N, the total number of samples in the input signal. 

Tbe above discussion of the wavelet transfonn is intended to work with 1- 

dimensionai signals. For applications hvolving images of size NxN. a 2-dimensionai 

transform is requited [ABMD92]. This is caffied out by perfortning the 1-dimensionai 

DWT on the individual rows and columos of pixels of the image with a process caiied sub- 

band coding Waii891, where the image is divided in a pyramid fashion into four sub- 

bands. This is accomplished by h t  performing the one-dimensionai DWT on the rows of 

the image. The f i t  half of the row is then replaceâ with the scaliog coefficients, d,.k, and 

the second haif of the image is replaced with the wavelet coefficients. ci&. The DWT is then 

perfomed on the coiums of the image, which at this point. has been replaced with the 

transfomis of the rows. The top hdf of each column is replaced with the scaling 

coefficients and the bottom half is ~placed with the wavelet coefficients. The result is 

shown in Fig. 2.12. Each sub-band is labeled in binary fiom 00 to 11. The sub-band 

labeled 10 shows the wavelet coefficients of the DWT of the rows, the sub-band Iabeled O 1 

shows the wavelet coefficients of the DWT of the columns, and the sub-band labeled 11 

shows the coefficients of the DWT performed on both the rows and columns. The sub- 

band labeled 00 contains scaling coefficients only so it is a scaled dom copy of the original 

image. The scaiing signals d e  the low hquency parts of the image so this sub-band 

shows the lower fkquency parts of the image. The production of the four sub-bands is 

one stage of the multiresolution decomposition of the image. The decomposition continues 

by performing the sub-band coding to the sub-band labeled 00 until there is one pixel left. 



Fig. 2.12. Sub-band decomposition of an image [Lang96]. 

Following the multiresolution decomposition, the result is an NxN array of wavelet 

coefficients at various scales. To reconstnict the image, the inverse DWT is performed in 

the reverse order of the forward DWT. The procedure commences at the small sale and 

the inverse one-dimensional DWT is fkst performed on the columns. The k t  half of the 

columns is replaced with the scaling coefficients of each row and the second haif is 

replaced with the wavelet coefficients of each row. Following this, the inverse one- 

dimensionai DWT is perfonned on the rows. Each row is replaced with the low pass 

components of the image. This is one stage of the inverse DWT of the image. The scde 

level is increased by a factor of two and the procedure is repeated. The b a i  result is the 

reconstructed image. The flow of the forward and inverse DWT of an image can be shown 

graphicdy in Fig. 2.13. 

Performing the wavelet traosform requires proper selection of the mother wavelet 

itself. The wavelet must possess properties that depend on the signal king analyzed. Lf 

the signal has many smooth features. it would be desireable to use wavelets that are 

smooth. For rough signals, rough wavelets would be appropriate. Wavelets are 

characterized by vanishing moments, regularity, and compact support. The number, M, of 

vanishing moments a wavelet bas reflects the ability for the wavelet to vanish a polynomial 

of order M in a time htegration. A vanishing moment is dehned as an integer m that 

satisfies 



I t m W I . o  ( t )  dt = O, O s nt < M. 
r 

A wavelet transfomi using a wavelet Mth a large number of vanishing moments will 

efficientiy mode1 s r n d  signals because smooth signals are considered to be high-order 

polynomials. The reverse is true for rough signals. 

(b) 
Fig. 2.13. Fomard (a) and inverse (b) discrete wavelet transform (der [ABMD92]). 



For practical purposes, the wavelets shouid have a compact support. Compact 

support meam that the wavelet is restricted to a nnite period of time or space. If the 

wavelet is confîned to a fite domain, it can be easily implemented. An infinite domain is 

impossible to impiement pmcticaiiy so that an approximation would have to be used 

uistead. 

The set of wavelets used in this work is the Daubechies famiiy of wavelets. The set 

contains wavelets of varyiog smoothness and compactness. The Daubechies-4 wavelet is 

not very smooth but it has a very compact support. Tbe Daubechies-20 wavelet is very 

smooth but its support is not as compact as that of the Daubechies-4 wavelet. In order for 

wavelet transforms to be effective in the reductioo of noise, a wavelet must be chosen so 

that it models the noise signal better than it models the desired signal. The coefficients of 

the noise will be prominent and thus are easier to make srnalier. When the image is 

reconstructed with less prominent noise coefficients, the image wiil have been denoised. 

2.12 Summary 

This chapter has given a theoretical background to the work presented in this thesis. 

A brief explmation of k t a l s  was given in ternis of how they can be constructed. 

measured and how they are re1ate.d to nature. Fractais can be constructed directly by 

drawing a cecursive set of generators each at dinerent scales or through the use of 

predehed affine transformations contaiwd in iterated function systems. In doing so, it is 

seen that hctals can be represented in a very compact way even if the &ta1 itseif is very 

complicated. Being able to measure a h c t a i  in temis of its k t a i  dimension shows the 

reader that fractais are tangible and iacreases our understanding of them so that constructing 

and using fractals becomes easier. It was then illustrateci that our natural environment can 

be constructed with fractais. Everything from the bark of a tree to vast mountain ranges are 

Gactal in nature. By representing our natuml environment as made up of a collage of 



fractals, which, in tum, can be represented in a very compact form. an image of a portion 

of the nanual environment c m  be repfesented in a very compact form. 

The image in question also contains additive noise which decreases the 'fiactalaess' 

of the image. The noise can be reduced through wavelet denoising so a description of the 

wavelet transfonn was given. A ttwdimensionai wavelet transform of an image is 

performed by taking tbe oneaimensional wavelet traosform of the rows and colums of 

pixels in the image. Sorne of the characteristics of wavelets and how they affect the resuit 

of the transfomi were described. Short, jagged wavelets are more suitable for modeling 

rough, impulse-type signals, while longer, smooth wavelets are suitable for smooth. large 

scale features. 

Having estabiished the theory of fractals, cornpetitive leaming, and wavelets, the 

methodology of fiactai block coding can be descnid. This description includes 

generalized fiar:tal block coduig with 0(n4) complexity and ceduced-search &ta1 block 

coding with 0(n3) complexity- The remainder of the thesis WU focus on a pre-processing 

stage to reduced-search k t a l  block coding to increase the efficiency of the compression 

algorithm. 



F R A C ~ L  BLOCK CODING 
in Chapter 2, the concept of seif-&e features was introduced. Portions of the 

image can be repnsented with scaled dom, distorted copies of other portions of the image. 

This tedundancy in images can be exploiteci in a blockwise fashion to cornpress the image 

using a scheme called k t a l  block coding (FBC) [Jacq92], [Jacq93]. This chapter 

describes the generalized FBC pmcess and the results that are presently attainable with that 

technique. A problem that eusts with the generahd method is that it has a tirne 

complexity of 0(n4) which rnakes it impractical where short processing àmes are needed. 

Through the use of a kquency sensitive cornpetitive Ieaming (FSCL) neuml network 

[AKCM90], the time complexity can be reduced to O($) w-31 wbich makes it more 

practical to use. This new method is caüed reduced-search FBC. The &ta1 code can then 

be m e r  compressed losslessly through aritbmetic entropy encoding [Kins91]. These 

points are descriIbed in this chapter foliowed by a summary. 

3.1 Geaeralized Fractal Block Codiag 

In the generaiized FBC process, the image to be compressed is divided into non- 

overlapping square image vectors of size orr. Each block represents the range of a 

contractive image transformation. The problem to be solved is to find the domain of thai 

transformation. The domain of the transformation is aiso a block, sampled fiom the sarne 

image, where one must be found such that, after the contractive transform, it closely 

approximates a given range block. The image is divided into domain blocks of size dxd 

that rnay or may not overlap. The best approximation is chosen by fincihg the domain 

block that results in an approximation that minimhs the Euclidean distance rneasure 

d(%y) = ,/- is l  J O ~  



where 2 is the transformed domain biock and y is the range block, 

The domah block is transformed ihrough a process cailed the fracta1 block 

transfom. The &ta1 block transfonn consists of a spatial contraction, isometric 

transformation, and grey level scaüng and transiation. The spatial contraction reduces the 

size of the domain block h m  cfxd to m. If d is an Uiteger multiple of r then this is 

d d 
achieved by taking the average of every -x- block of pixels. The Wmetric 

r r  

transformation is perfomed on t&e spaiiaily reduced block so that the pixels of the block 

are reananged in one of eight ways. The eight isometric transfomu, shown in Fig. 3.1, 

are 

1. identity 

2, reflection about the vertical axis 

3, reflection about the horizontal axis 

4. reflection about t&e £irst diagonal 
5. reflection about the second diagonal 

6, 90" rotation about the centre 

7, 180" rotation about the centre 

8. 270" rotation about the centre, 

This set of transforms is referred to as a group in relation to set theory where each 

transfocm has an inverse and the application of two or more transforrns is equivalent to one 

transfonn. 

Following the spatial reduction and isometrïc transformation, the pixel values of the 

block are scaled and translated to better approximate the source range block shown by 

jlE = aX'+m (3.2) 

where a is the scahg factor, t is the translation amount, x' is the spatidy reduced and 

isometricdy t r a n s f o d  vector, and u is a vector whose dimensions are the sarne as x' 

and whose values are equal to one. 



(5) (6) m (8) 
Fig. 3.1. The eight isometric tramforms of fractal block coding. 

The optimal values for a and t must be found for the best appmximâtion of y. By 

using the Euclidean nom, II4I. and b e r  product, (a,.), the optimal value for o is [Wall931 

and the optimal value for t is 

Haviug established the optimal values for a and t, the fracta1 code for each range 

bIock is listed as foiiows: 

1. the pointer to the best domain block 
2. the spatial reduction scale 
3. the isometric transfom 

4. the optimal grey level scaüng coefficient, a 

5. the optimal grey level translation coefficient, t. 

The fracta1 code is a more compact representation of the range block than the range block 

The image must be able to be reconstmcted from the fiacial code to ver@ FBC as a 

valid image coding technique. The reconstruction occurs in an iterative fashion where one 

pass through the entire fracta1 code is considered to be one iteration. The &ta1 code is 



processed sequentially, taking one range block representatioo at a tirne. The pointer to the 

best domain blodr is used to sample a domain block fmm an arbitrary image support. The 

block is spaîially reduced and isomüically transformed according to the values in the 

fractal code. The resulting block is t&en grey-level scaied and translaied and mapped on to 

the position in the arbitraty image support cortesponding to the range block king 

reconsmicted. After the entire &ta1 code has been pmcessed in this way. one iteration is 

complete and amther iteration may commence with the now slightly alteied set of pixels in 

the image support. The more iterations that occur, the closer the reconstmction wiii be to 

the attractor, which is the original image, 

The manner in which the image is comtructed is similar to iterated functions 

systems where repeated recursive iteratiom of a set of CATs move the system closer and 

closer to a h e d  attractor. In the case of FBC, the entire image is the point that is passed 

from functioa to function. The FBC technique supports the collage theorem in that the 

union of the reconstruction of every range block forms a collage of the original image. 

The cletennination of the optimal domain block in the FBC process requires an 

exhaustive search of the entire domain space as was done in [lîcq92], [Jacq93]. The 

computational complexity of this is 0(n4) so the time quiremeut &es the process 

irnpractical for most purposes. Fractal coding a single image would take half a day or 

more. In WaKi931, a reduced-search method is introduced that &es use of a FSCL 

neural network- 

3.2 Reduced-Search Fractol Block Coding 

1x1 the gewraiized FBC prwess, the entire domain space must be searched for a best 

match for a pdcular range block. This exhaustive process is extremely computationaUy 

intensive havhg order 0(n4)). With the introduction of a FSCL neural network WaKi931, 

the domain space can be divided into subclasses each of which aione is searched. instead of 

the entire domain space. 



During the FBC process, shown in Fig. 3.2. eadi sampled cange block is fmt 

classified ushg a pre-trained FSCL neural network Then the do& block search 

commences, but instead of talring each domab block and performing the &ta1 transfonn 

to see if it is a match for the range block, it is classified with the same neural network fmt. 

The do& block is scaled to the same size as the mge block before the classincation 

occurs. If the class of the domain block matches that of the range block, then the fracta1 

transfonn may commence and the FBC process continues as before. If the classes do not 

match, the domain block is discarded. This process of discarded domain blocks reduces 

the complexity to the order ~ ( d ) .  A pmess that took haif a &y to perform, now is 

executed in a matter of minutes* 

Fig. 3.2. Reduced-search fracta1 block coding. 

- 06 pointer 
- Spatial redudion - lsametric transfarm - Scaiing & transialion 

Fracbl Block Code 

The t h e  complexities are calculated based on the number of operations that must be 

perfomed on the blocks and how many blocks there are. Thus, for the exhaustive 

approach. with 8 transforms that must be p e r f o d  for every domain block and range 

block, the time required is calculated by 

where n is the dimension of the image. d is the size of the domain block and r is the size of 

the range block. As can be seen in Eq. 3.5, the exhaustive process is an 0(n4) problem. 



The tirne required for the reduced-search algorithm with c codewords, which implies there 

are c nurnber of classes, is 

By miniminng with respect to c, the minimum àme required is 

3 

Tmh = 4&(n - d)' 1 + 2 4 ( 2 )  . 
r r 

This is a complexïty of 0(n3). 

3.3 Arithmetic Entropy Encoding 

The fiactal code generated by the exhaustive process or the reduced-search process 

contains many statistical redundancies. The better the fractai codïng, the more 

redundancies there will be. Through a lossless compression technique, such as arithmetic 

entropy encoding, these redundancies caa be exploitai to produce an even more compact 

code. Like other statisticd coding techniques m s 9  11, arïthrnetic entropy encoding 

attempts to produce a repmentation of the data streaal with a Iower entropy based on the 

relative probability at which each symbol in the Stream is likely to occur. 

Entropy is a measure of the information content of the daia stream. If entropy is 

low, there is a hi& level of redundancy in the data stream. If entropy is high, then there is 

a high information content and low redundancy. The calculation of entmpy is based on the 

probability of occurrence of each symbol in the data stream. Entropy, H, is calcuiated by 

where pi is the probability of occurrence of the ith unique symbol and M is the number of 

unique symbols in the data stream. The units of this measure is average number of bits per 

puel (bpp). Entropy also gives a measure of how weli the data stream c m  be losslessly 



compressed because it is impossible to precisely represent the data Stream with fewer than 

the average number of bits per pixel indicated by the entropy. 

Arithmetic entropy encodbg develops a single codeword b m  the data stream by 

interval scaüng using fktal  self-simiIarity. 'ïhe semi-open internai [0.0,1.0) is divided 

into M subintervals each reprcsenting a unique symbol in the data stream. The size of each 

intend is proportional to the probabiiity of occ~l~ence for thai particular symbol. The 

intemal representhg the fïrst symbol in the data stream is selected and divided into M 

subintervals in the same mannet as the origiaal interval. The intemal representing the 

second symbol is selected md the prucess con~ues until the 1st symbol is reached. The 

h a 1  interval is the representation for the data stream. The repeated subdivisions form a 

fractal self-similarity. 

In the decoding process, the intervai that was output from the encoding process 

selects intervals representing the appropriate symbol. The process starts with the open 

interval [0.0,1.0) that is divided hto M subintervals as before. The subinterval in which 

the encoded interval f d s  is selected. The symbol that is represented by that interval is the 

fmt symbol in the decoding process. The subhtervai is divided into M subintervals and 

the subinterval that contains the encoded interval is selected. This yields the second 

symbol. The process contiaues until the subinterval selected is the same sïze as the 

encoded interval. Tbe encoding and decodhg algonthms are shown in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 

respec tively . 



Fig. 3 -3. Anthmetic entropy encoding of the string "EAT' with an end of N e  
character. The interval renirned is [0.664,0.6664). 
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Fig. 3.4. Anthmetic entropy decoding of the interval [0.664,0.6664) ms91] .  

3.4 Summary 

This chapter has descriid how fracta1 block coding works. Beginning with the 

generalized fonn, the fundamental principle b e b d  FBC was described. The image is 

searched for a domain block, that, when spatially reduced, isometricaiiy transformed, and 

grey level scaled and translated, closely approximates a aven range block. The fracta1 code 

contains five items: the pointer to the best domah block, the spatial reduction factor, the 

isomeüic transform, the optimal grey level scaiing coefficient. and the optimal grey level 

translation coefficient. In the generahzed form. the exhaustive search for the best matching 

domain block has a t h e  complexity of 0(n4) which, for most purposes, is impractical. 

With the incorporation of an FSCL neural network, the time complexity cm be improved. 

in reduced-search FBC, the FSCL, neural network is used to pre-ciassify the range 

blocks and the domain blocks before they are transformed If the class of a selected 

domain block does not match the class of the range block, the domain block is discarded 



and t h e  is not wasted on a domain block that would be eventually discarded anyway. It 

was shown th& the reduced-search method has a time complexity of 0(n3). The resuiting 

&ta1 code, in either the exhaustive or reduced-search methods, quantizes the redundancies 

that ate present in the image. 

The redundancies present in the image ue present in the fracta1 code. Arithmtic 

entropy encoding is a lossless compression technique thai cm take advantage of those 

redundancies to cornpress the fiactal code even fiirther. Anthmetic entropy encoding was 

descnid as a technique that produces a ~presentation for the data stream with a lower 

entmpy based on the ~Iaîive probability at which each symbol in the stream is Likely to 

occur. 

With &ta1 blockcoding explained, it can now be shown how the process can be 

improved. As mentioned earlier, additive noise reduces the 'ktalness' of an image by 

reducing the level of redundancy. The next chapter WU demi  methods that can be used 

to reduce the amount of additive noir  to increase the efficiency of nduced-search fractai 

block coding. 



CHAPTER 4 

DENOISING IMAGES 
The fiactal coding process d e s c n i  in Caapter 3 exploits the inherent k t a l  nature 

of the image king coded. The f k t d  nature comes nwi the redundancies that occur fimm 

correiated pixels in the image. However, uncorrelated noise o k n  contaminates the image, 

reducing the efficiency of the fracta1 block coding process. As with maoy compression 

techniques, the efficiency of FBC incfeases with a lower entropy which implies a pater 

level of redundancy. FBC becornes more efficient as the level of redundancy Uicreases 

because fhctal block coding searches for redundancies in the image so the more 

redundancies tbat are found, the mole the image can be compressed. This chapter uses 

concepts as implemeated by Kiasner and Langi [LaKigq. 

Naturally occuning signals are usualiy contamhaîed with noise. A pixel in a 

contamuiated image, g(x, y), contains the uncontamiaated signal, f(x. y), plus an additive 

noise, n(x,y) as shown below, 

&Y)  = f b y )  ++,Y) (4- 1) 

Additive noise raises the entropy of the signal. The goal of image denoising is to suppress 

the noise enough to lower the entmpy of the signal, thus raishg the level of redundancy of 

the signal. The resulting sipal idedy, wouid be 

~ ( L Y )  = f k y )  ++,y) (4-2) 

where ;(%y) is the reduced noise signal. 

This chapter describes two methods that were used in this work to reduce additive 

noise. The first, spatial smoothing affects the raw pixels themselves, thus aflecting the 

desired signal itseif as weli as the noise. The second method, wavelet denoising, 

tmsforms the image h m  the spatiai domain to the wavelet domah where the noise can be 

affected without pat ly  disturbing the desired signal. 



4.1 Spatial Smoothing 

Spatial smoothhg [GoWo92], or spatial £iltering, is a process ihat works directly 

on the image pixels themselves. A square mask of odd dimensions is passed over the 

image, one pixel at a time as shown in Fig. 4.1. Spatial filters are also refened as lowpass 

filters. 

Fig. 4.1. F i r  mask of odd dimension n. 
The pixel underneath the centre element x is 
replaced with average of the pixel values thaî 
lie beneath the mask, 

Low-pass filters aüenuate high fîequency components of the signal. High 

frequency components are sharp features such as edges and points. Noise is generaily high 

frequency in nature. The value of the pixel that falis beneath the centre element of the mask 

is replaced by the average of the values of ai i  the pixels that iie beneath the mask. This 

method is based on an assumption that the values of the pixels surrounding a paaicular 

pixel are the sarne. Any discrepancies wodd be due to noise and, therefore, by averaging, 

the noise is suppressed. If sharp features are attenuated, the effect is blun=ing. In images, 

this would make any sharply defined f e a m  without clear defdtion. The new signal is 

shown here by 



i(xv y) = .,f(~, y) + ;(xT y) (4.3 

which defers h m  Eq. 4.2 by containing the aitered signal j(x,y). Ideally it would be 

desired that tbere is no change in f(x,y), but in lossy compression methods, some loss of 

detail is toIerated, but only to a certain point. The blmïng effkct becomes more evident as 

the size of the mask is incrrasod. Distortion of the desireci signai is unavoidable. A betîer 

situation would be to pmfess the image in a s p e  that avoids operating directly on the raw 

pixels themselves and directly works on the noise. Denoising, in contrast to fîitering, with 

wavelets offers such a solution- 

4.2 Wavelet Denoising 

In general, wavelet denoising, or wavelet smoothing, is a lossy technique. 

However, it can be considered lossless because the data thaî is removed, i.e, the noise, is 

not considered pm of the signal. Wavelet denoising is a technique that preserves signal 

smootimess where the image is separateci from the noise based on its membeahip in a set 

of srnwth prototype signals. The image, &y), belongs to a space that the noise. n(x. y), 

does not It is desired to reduce n(x,y) to 6(x, y) to change Eq. 4.1 to: 

ê(x*y) = f (x*Y) ++*Y) (4-4) 

If k(x, y) obtains the same membership as f(x, y) in the set of prototype signals, then the 

noise has been suppressed. 

The image is wavelet tramformed with an appropriate wavelet. The coefficients of 

the resulting transfonn are then reduced through sofi-thresholding LaKi961, Wno92J in 

the foiiowhg mannec 



where G , . y )  is the discrete wavelet trarisform of g(x,y) in Eq. 4.1, T is the optimal 

reduction sofi-threshold value, and N is the number of pixels in the image. The mdian of 

the coefficients of the nrst level of the wavelet transform of g is consi&red to be the noise 

level estimate based on the h e  level coefficients of the image and the 1-r portion of the 

equation is the pure noise estimate wJo94]. The inverse tramforni of &(x. y) is 

performed to yield the denoised image. 

An important issue to consider is selecthg an appfopiâîe wavelet to use in the 

wavelet traasform. The wavelet must be chosen so that when the coefficients are reduced 

and the inverse wavelet ttansform is perfonned, time wiil be minimal loss of signal. A 

wavelet tbat models noise very weii would be suitable. The coefficients would be more 

representative of the noise portion of the signal rather than the desired part of the signal. 

By shrinking the coefficients of the noise, only the noise is affected. So if very few of the 

coefficients modeled the desired signai, then the signal would not be anected 

Noise is generally a narrow, high frequency signal. A wavelet would have to be 

chosen so that it models such signals weli but not broader, low fiequency signals. The 

Daubechies-4 wavelet has a short support which would be expected to mode1 short, 

impulse signals very weli. Noise is uncorrelated so the removeci signal, &y)- &r. y), 

should appear to have been generated through a random process. 



Fig. 4.2. Wavelet denoising of an image with a threshold of 2.4 x IO-? The 
un-amplified residue is shown to be uncomlated, random mise. 

Figure 4.2 shows the separation of the signal nom noise contained in g(x,y) using 

wavelet denoising with a tbreshold of T = 2.4 x IO**. Uncorrelated noise is visible in the 

un-amplified residue. The amplifled residue begins to show the pattern of the orginal 

image which indicates the technique is lossy. 



This chapter has descnkd two methods in which the additive noise contained in an 

image cm be reduced. The k t  method, spatial smoothing, is a fïîtering technique that 

affects tbe raw pixels, thus affecting the desued signal as weii as the noise. The 

implementation would be fast but the cost is the finai quaiity of the image. Wavelet 

denoising, on the other hami, is a technique tbat attempts to alter the noise without greatiy 

affecthg the signal. More processing is required than with spatial smwthing, but the 

resulting quaüty is more satisfactory. 

At this point, ail of the necessary background and methodoIogies for h t a l  block 

codùig have been estabLished. In addition, two techniques have been described that wili 

reduce the level of noise in the image resuiting in more efficient Factai coding. The next 

chapter WU discuss how the experimentation to support this thesis was implemented. 



CHAPTER 5 

~MPLEMENI'ATION OF DENOISED 

FRACIAL BLOCK CODING 
This chapter describes the experimental implementation of the thesis. The 

organization of the software is ciescrii and illustrated using structured chm.  Whiie this 

thesis is independent of the hardware p1aîEorm useci, the hardware used for the experiments 

is described. Foiiowing that, a description of the flow of processing wïii be given. This 

section d e s m i  the steps that were performed for the experiments. 

5.1 Software Organization 

The software that is used to perform tbe experiments is divided into six main 

modules, shown in Fig. 5.1. The input/output. or UO, module and the TRANSFORMS 

module perform low level block preparation and manipulation. The isometric 

transformations required for the generation of the h t a l  transform is executed in the 

TRANSFORMS module. nie FSCL module handles the oprations associated with the 

frequency sensitive cornpetitive learning neural network. Codebook initialization and 

training is carrïed out here as well as the actual usage for the FSCL neural network, that is, 

image block classification. The FRACTALS module handles aii operations that are 

necessary to generate the &ta1 code for each range block of the image and to reconsmct 

the image from the k t a l  code. The ufth module, ARiTHMETIC, handes the arithmeac 

entropy encoding of the &ta1 code. The sixth module, MAIN, Links the other five 

modules into a working program. 

Each module is divided into two portions. There is the interfacing portion thai 

ailows for communication of the module to ihe other modules in the program. It includes 

declarations of public funetions and data structures that other modules wül need to have 

access to. The other portion of the module is the implementation which contains 



declarations for private functions, data stnicnires, and variables as weU as the code to cany 

out the operation itself. 

1 FSCL 1 \ 

RMS 1 I lm I 1 ARrmMETIC 1 

Fig. 5.1. The six modules of the reduced-search fhctal block coding software. 

The wavelet denoising portion of the software is divided into three modules. 

As shown in Fig. 5.2. they are DWT. which performs the foward discrete wavelet 

transform, REDUCE, which reduces the coefficients, and IDWT, which performs the 

inverse discrete waveiet transform. 

5.2 Development Envitonment 

The initial work [waKi93] was implemented on a Sun SparcStation 2. The second 

phase of this work, described in this thesis, was impiementecl on DEC Alpha workstations 

operating at 175 MIIz  with the DEC OSFll operating system. To illustrate the speed 

ciifference between the two machines, a process that twk approximately 18 minutes on the 



SparcStation 2 toc& oniy 5 minutes on the Alpha W e  the FBC algorithm does not 

depend on what procesor it is nuioing on, a fast machine lends itseif to providing quicker 

resdts so mat batch execution of many experiments is possible in a very short period of 

Wavelet 
Denoising 

Fig. 5.2. Structure of wavelet denoising portion of the software. 

The software was developed under Unïx using a combination of X-Motif and X- 

Tookt constructs. A graphical user interface (GUI) was designed to simpliQ 

experimentation. The GUI aiiows the user to change some parameters without having to 

rerompiie the software. It also dows the user to activate a batch processing mode in 

which a parameter is gradually changed and the image is hctal  coded for each change in 

that parameter. Tbe prognun window is composed of three parts. On the lefi of the 

window, the original image to be compressed is displayed. Un the right, the reconstruction 

of the compressed image is shown. Below these two images, a graphical representation of 

the FSCL codebook is displayed The GUI is shown in Fig. 5.3. 



Fig. 5.3. The Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the reduced-search h t a l  block c o h g  
program- 

The experiments conducted in this thesis ail foiiowed the same order as shown in 

Fig. 5.4. Initialiy, the FSCL codebooks must be trained but this occurred oaly once. To 

cornpress an image, it was subdivided into range blocks which are classified using the 

neural netwok Foilowing that was the m a l  &ta1 block coding process. The resulting 

&ta1 code was then losslessly comp~ssed using arithmetic entropy encoding. At this 

point, the compression ratio was detennined to indicate how efficient the FBC process 

was. However this does not complete the experimentation because a compression 



technique can aot be used uniess there is a good reconstruction. 

entropy decoded and the FBC process is r e v e d  

Image t 

Fig. 5.4. Flow of experiments. 

The code was then 

Reduœd-Seaich 
Fradal Bbdc 

C oding 

During the FBC process, domain blocks were sampled h m  the image sequentiaiiy 

from the toplefi corner to the bottom-rïght corner of the image. For the experhents in this 

thesis, the FBC was aüempted with the blocks king sampled at increments of one pixel. 

haif of the domain block size, and one complete domah block width. In addition, domain 

blocks of different sizes were used For simplicity, the domain block sizes were integer 

multiples of tée range block size, which was eight. 'This way, the scaling faor  in the 

fracta1 code would be an integer. 

The pre-processing stage of FBC occurred before the image to be compressed 

entered the sequence described above. The sequence of the pre-processing stage stacted by 

spatiaiiy filtering the image or takuig the DWT of the image. Foilowing that, if, in the case 

of the DWT, the coefficients were shnink by a pre-detennined value and the inverse D W  



was perforrned The resuit was then fed into the FBC sequence. The entire sequence was 

repeated with a different fiiter mask size or coefficient shnoking value. 

5.4 Definition of Compression Ratio and Quality 

The measures necessaiy to determine how good the compression is. are 

compression ratio and peak-signal-to-noise ratio. The compression ratio is an indication of 

how efficient the &ta1 block coding was for a particular image. The compression ratio 

depends on the image used. The more self-affine features h r e  are. the more efficient the 

codïng will be, resulting in a higher compression ratio. The compression ratio is calculateci 

by taking a mesure of the s k  of the original image and dividing by a measue of the size 

of the fiactal code. Each range block of the image is represented by a pointer to a domain 

block, a pointer to the best isometric icsform, a scaüag coefficient, and a translation 

coefficient. For an NxN image with dxd domain blocks, the number of bits, b,, needed to 

address a unique domain block is mall93] 

b, =2-log,(N-d). (5-  1) 

There are eight isometric transfomu so b, = 8 bits are needed to point to the best 

transfom. For the scaling and translation coefficients, 6, = I l  bits and b ,  = 9 bits 

respectively are sufncient to aUow h e d  point scaling values in the range, &.O, and integer 

translation values in the range, &55. The total number of bits, then, of a coded range 

block is 

bR = bD +b, +b, +br.  (5 .a 
The compression ratio, CR, can be calcuiated by dividing the number of bits needed 

for an nv range block in the coded image by b, shown by 

where b, is the number of bits per pixel in the original image. The compression ratio can 

be adjusted by choosing differentiy sized range blocks or changing the size of the domain 



pool. By reducing the size of ihe domain pool, few bits are needed to address a unique 

domain block which WU mult in a higher compression ratio. The sacrifice, though, is the 

quality of the recomtnrted image. The image quality is determined by calculating the 

peak-signai-to-noise ratio. PSNR. 

The mesure of quaüty of the reconstnicted image is calcuiated by 

A\ 

PSNR = 10 - Log,, 

where R is the NI range of values that a pixel in the image hm, f i x ,  y)  is the value of a 

pixei in the reconstructed image,Ajr.y) is the value of a pixel in the original image. and M 

and N are the dimensions of the image. The PSNR is measured in dB. A good quality 

reconstruction wouid have PSNR value of appmximately 32 dB. However, it should be 

noted here that PSNR is not the absolute method of deteminhg the quality of a 

reconstruction. An Mage with a low PSNR is not necssarily of poor quality nor is an 

hage with a high PSNR necessarily a high quality image. However, by establishing 

standard quality measures, cornparisons can be made among the various reconstructed 

images in these experiments. 

Another measure of quaiity is mot-mem-square error, mis. Given an MxN image, 

the root-mean-square error, error,, is 

error,, 
n4" ,O, 

This error is a hinction of the noise only, given by the dinerence between two images as 

opposed to the PSNR. The unit of mis error, therefore. is grey Level. 

5.5 Summary 

This chapter has described the implementation of the experiments to support this 

thesis. The software was described to be orgaDized into six modules: FRACTALS, 



FSCL, IO, TRANSFORMS, ARITHMETTC, and MAIN. The environment in which the 

experiments were perfonned was demibed. AU experiments were performed on a DEC 

Aipha workstation. Foîiowing that, was a description of the flow of processing of the 

expeciments with and without image pre-pmcessing. FœîaUy, the calculatiom that must be 

perforrned to interpret tbe resuits were descriid. The compression ratio and 

reconstruction image quaiity, measured by PSNR, were given as formulae. 



CHAPTER 6 

EXPERMENIAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter describes the results of the experiments performed to study a technique 

to increase the efficiency of reduced-search k t a i  block coding by reducing additive noise. 

Greyscale images were fbst Rduced-search k t a l  blodc coded with various alterations to 

the domain block configuration to obtain resuits of coding without image prc-processing. 

These results were then compared with prc-pcocessed images tbî have had their additive 

noise duced. Cornparisons were also made between spatiai filtering and wavelet 

denoising. 

This chapter first desm'ba the choice of the images used in the experiments. The 

images conta* feaaue~ that span h m  smooth to highly detded areas. These images wiU 

help determine how effective the k t a l  block coding technique is on different kinds of 

features and what kind of effects will result h m  noise reduction. Foiiowing that, is a 

presentation of the resuits of the experimeats dong with a discussion to explain why the 

results are as they are. The chapter is closed with a surnmary of the key results that were 

used to draw conclusions. 

6.1 The Source Images 

The images used for the experiments are namd Lena, Gddhill, and Peppers and 

are shown in Figs. 6.1.6.2, and 6.3, respectively. The image Lma contains fme details in 

the hat and smooth features in the background and shoutder. Since one of the applications 

of FBC is for the coding of head and shoulder images of people. this image is a good test 

of that application. The image Gokühill contains many fine details that test how weil the 

FBC process handles such input. FmaUy, the image Peppers contaias large smooth 

features with sharply defioed edges. This image was chosen to show the effect k t a i  

block codùig has on sharp edges. Another reason why these images were selected is that 

they have becorne quite common in the Mage compression research community. By using 



such standards, results can be sharcd among researchers who are already familiar with the 

features contaked within the images- 

Fig. 6.1. The image Lena . (Show at 84.3% original size.) 





Fig. 6.3. The image Peppers . (Shown at 84.3% original sk.) 



Table 6.1. Entropies and lossless comptession ratio of 
the test imanes. 

Best Lossless 1 
Compression Ratio 

Lena 7.445526 1 -0745: 1 

The images are each 5 12x512 pixels in size and are 8 bits per pixel (bpp) greyscale. 

Table 6.1 shows their respective entropies and their best lossless compression ratios. The 

best lossless compression ratios gives an idea of how much the image can be compressed 

without any loss of signal. It can be seen that the lossless compression ratio is not very 

high which maLes Iossy compression techniques, such as FBC, favourable for the 

compression of these images. Also, note that images with lower entropies can be 

compressed m e r  than images with higher entropies. This point is relevant when the 

images are pre-processed to lower their entropies. 

As descriid in Chapter 4, images genedy contain additive noise as in Eq. 4.1 

and repeated here 

d r y )  = f (sy)  +n(x,y)- (6- 1) 

The additive noise. n(x. y), raises the entropy of the signal, g(x, y). B y pre-praiessing the 

image, eitber by s@al filtering or wavelet denoising, the noise can be reduced. thus 

reducing the entmpy. The reduced entropy should ailow for more efficient coding because 

the Ievel of redundancy contained within the image has been increased. 

6.2 Fractal Block Cding Without Pre-Processing 

This section describes the results that have already been obtained with reduced- 

search fracta1 block coding of images Wall931 without any pre-processing. The key 

measurements that were made of the experiments were of the reconstruction image quality 



and the compression ratio. It was desired to have both a high image quality and a high 

compression ratio. 

The FSCL codebook was trained using the image of Lena because it contains a 

range of features h m  smwth, low fhquency feaaires to rough, high frwluency features. 

The codebook generaied h m  it would then span a similar range of features. Through 

experùnentation maii93], it was found tbat the optimal nurnber of codewords to be 

sufncient to code the image is 11. In that work it was also found that the image used to 

train the codebodr did not greatiy a&ct the k t a l  codiag process. In other words, any 

image can be used to train the codebook. 

The set of experiments performed were based on the domain block size and how the 

domain blocks are sdected, which in turn, affected the number of domain blocks in the set. 

Three sizes of domain bloclcs were tested: 16x16, 24x24, and 32x32, all of which are 

integer multiples of 8 which is the width of a range block. The marner in which the 

domain bloclcs were sampled h m  the source image was also modifieci. During the domain 

block search, each domain block is sampled fiom the image consecutively, starting in the 

topleft corner. There can be a varying number of pixels that separate the topleft corner of 

each domain block as shown in Fig. 6.4. In these experiments, that value was varied from 

an increment of one pixel, half the width of the domain block, and the whole width of the 

domain block. Table 6.2 shows the number of domain blocks available in the set of 

domah blocks for each block size and increment value in a 5 12x5 12 image. 



Sampling lncrement 1 
Sampling lncrement 

Image 
Fig. 6.4. Domain block sampiing. 

Table 6.2. Number of available domain blocb in a 5 12x5 12 image for various 

It is clear from these numbers that with each domain block size, more time is 

domain block specincatioas. 

needed for single pixel hcrements but the domain space is more feature-rich than that of the 

Domain block size 
(pixels) 

16x16 

24x24 

32x32 
2 

domain spaces with larger increments. In tbat case, one would expect higher quality 

reconstructions. Furthemore, with larger domain spaces, thexe exists the potential that 

Domain block 
increment (pixels) 

more domain blocks wül be used to code the image than with smailer domain spaces. This 

Number of avaiiable 
domain blocks 

implies that the compression ratio will be lower. Experiments were performed on aU three 

test images to determine optimai domain block parameters based on compression ratio and 

I 

reconstniction quality in t e m  of PSNR and mis error. 

1 
8 
16 

246 016 
3 844 
96 1 

1 
12 
24 
1 
16 
32 

238 144 
1 653 
413 

1 

230 400 
900 
225 



Every combination of domain block size and do- sample increment from Table 

6.2 was attempted on each of the test images. For each domain blodc size, the domain 

block size was viewed as being constant while the sampling increment was iocreased fiom 

one pixel. to haif the domah block width, to the fidl domain block width. Tables 6.3, 6.4. 

6.5 and show the results of the experinients for Lem, Golrlhill. and Peppers respectively. 

The number of iterations indicate how many iterations were necessary to reconsmict the 

image where any more iterations would not appreciably change the quality of 

reconstruction- 

The highest compression ratio was observed for the set with the ûighest domain 

block sampiïng inaemeat. As expected, with the srnalier do& space, there are fewer 

blocks to choose nom and therefore, a poiaicular do& block appears more îÏequently in 

the fiaclal code. This redundancy is exploited at the arithmetic entropy stage to ïncrease 

compression. The best quality reconstruction was observed for the set with the sampling 

increment of one pixel. Again, this is expected because of the larger domain space, the 

feature space is larger which produces a better quaNy reconstruction. The compression 

ratio was the lowest in this set as weli. 

Table 6.3. Dom 
Domain Block 

size 

in block variations for reduced-search FBC 
Sampling Compression WtY 
Increment Ratio PSNR) 

No. of 
Iterations 

5 
4 
4 



Table 6.4. Domain block variations for reduced-search EBC of Goldhill. 
Domain Block Sampling Compression QUaw -Y No. of 

Size Increment Ratio (PSNR) (rms error) Iterations 
1 13.9135: 1 30.7675 7.38 19 9 

(rms enor) Iterations 

13 -9394: 1 34,330 1 4.8982 5 
24x24 12 17.5101:L 32.79 15 5.8474 9 

24 18.8079: 1 3 1.9863 6.4 154 8 
1 13.9535: 1 34.1048 5.0269 6 

32x32 16 18.1164: 1 32.4058 6.1 129 3 
32 19.5542: 1 3 'L -3423 6.9092 3 

In al l  cases. it was also observed that compression time ranged kom 20 to 30 

minutes for aii images with the 16x16 domain block and srnailest sampling increment. The 

time was reduced to seconds when the 24x24 and 32x32 domain block were used with the 

haif domain block width increment, which in this case, is 12 and 16 pixels respectively. 

The use of 24x24 domain blocks with 12 pixel increments gave a reasonable compromise 

between compression ratio, reconstruction quality. and implementation time. From Table 

6.2 there are 1653 unique blocks in the domain pool which would take 1 1  bits to address 

each one. The compression ratio, then, before entropy encodiag is 15.06: 1 .  The pre- 

processing experiments were performed on that subset of domain block parameten. Also. 

note that fewer iteratiom were requid at reconstruction with the largest domain blocks and 

largest sampling increment. For the case of 24x24 domain blocks with twelve pixel 



Uicrernent the number of iterations required for Lena, Goidkilt, and Peppers, were 3, 5 ,  

and 9. npectively. The incrementai reconstruction of Lmn is shown in Fig. 6.5. The 

reconstnicted image of LeM is shown in Fg. 6.6. The range block 

Fig. 6.5. The inmemental fecomtruction of km . The images are at 42% of the original 
size. 

size and the domain block size was 8x8 and 24x24 respectively, resulting in a block scaling 

factor of 3. The reconstruction PSNR was 3 1.25 dB with a compression ratio of 17.4: 1. 

W e  the reconstruction is recognizable, many fine details are lost. The details in the 

feathea of the hat and the eyes are distorted but the smooth feanires of the hat and shoulder 

72 



are weii reconstructed Some aRifacts resuiting h m  the block oriented coding algorithm 

are evident in the feathers in the hat Sharp edges were also weii preserved. Using the 

same block s b ,  the compressed images of Gokihill and Peppers are shown in Figs. A. 1 

and A.2 respectively. A considerable amount of fine detaii was lost in the reconstruction of 

Goldhill but the reconsmicton Peppcrs , which contains very few îhe feanires, was of 

higher quaüty. 

Fig. 6.6. Recoasaucted LRM with PSNR = 3 1.25 dB and compression ratio = 17.4: 1. 
No pre-processing was used. This image is shown at W.3% size. 



6.3 Fractai Block Coding with Pte-Processing 

6.3.1 Spaticrl Filterihg 

To illustraie the effects of spatial fiking, each image was pre-praessed by 

convolving an averaging, or smwthing, nIter with each image. The mask sizes that were 

tested were 3x3,5x5, 7x7, 9x9, and 1 lx1 1. Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 shows the PSNRs 

relative to the originai and entropies of each image afier filtering. This indicates how much 

the image degradecl and beoime more redmdant before the image is actually compressed. 

Some examples are shown in Fig. 6.7. 

Fig. 6.7 (a) Filtered with 3x3 mask. 



Fig. 6.7. (b) Fdtered with 7x7 mask. 

Fig. 6.7. (c) Filtered with 11x1 1 mask. 



It is clear that while the results of using large mask sizes lowen ihe eatropy, it is at 

the cost of relevant detail. Since the nIter works diriectly on the raw pixels themselves, 

image degradation can not be avoided Subjectively, ody the images nItered with the 3x3 

Table 6.8. Reconstmctioa qua1 

Test Image 
- - - 

Lena 

Filter Mask 
IUUl 

3 
5 
7 
9 
11 
3 
5 
7 
9 
11 

y of smwthed images. 
With respect to smoothed - 
PSNR 1 rms 

With respect to original 
PSNR 1 rms 1 Its. 

The set of images were reduced-sewh k t a i  block coded using 24x24 pixel 

domah blocks and 12 pixel domain block sampiing increments. The results are show in 

Table 6.8 and Table 6.9. Witû increasing mask sizes. the compression ratio increases as 



did the PSNR relative to the nItered image. This was expected because with the decreased 

entropy, the image should be more susceptiile to htd  block codïng. However, the 

PSNR relative to the original source image is considerably less than that of the PSMt of 

the filtered images before coding with respect to the original source images. The increase 

in the quantitative measure of quality simply indicaîes that the reduced-search FBC 

algorithm performs weli on a highiy self-similar image, which is the result of severe 

smoothing. The result, however, at large fïiier mask sizes, is a sevedy distorted image 

relative to the original. Fig. 6.8 shows a sample of a fractal block coded image of LM 

with 3x3 filtering. The iacrease in compression ratio was 13%. 

Table 6.9. Compression ratios of srnoothed 
images. 
1 

IIM Ratio 



Fig. 6.8. Recomtructed image of Lena with 3x3 
fltering. The PSNR = 30.49 dB and the 
compression ratio was 17.7: 1. The image is shown at 
50% actual size. 

6.3.2 Wmtelet Denoising 

For the wavelet denoishg experiments. the member of the Daubechies family of 

wavelets was tested as well as the wavelet coefficient shtinkage threshold. Daubechies-4, 

-8, -12. and -20 were used. They vary in roughness nom the very rough Daubechies-4 to 

the very srnwth Daubechies-20. Each test image was first discrete wavelet transfonned 

with the given wavelet. The wavelet coefficients were reduced by a threshold, T, by Eq. 

4.5 and the image was then reconstnicted through the inverse DWT. F i  images were 

produceci using values of T in the range (0, 0.050) at increments of 0.01. Each image 

was then k t a i  block coded ushg domain blocks of size 24x24 and domain sampling 

increment of 12 pixels. 

The optimal values of the threshold given by Eq. 4.31 are functions of the median 

of the h t - sa l e  coefficients of the wavelet transform and the pure noise level. For each 



wavelet, the calcuiated optimal T for each image was approximately the same and are Listed 

in Table 6.10. The pure noise level, which is a hct ion of the size of the image ody, was 

Table 6.10. Optimnl threshold values. 
1 Test Imaa 1 ODtimal Threshold 1 

While the threshold values were ranged h m  0.000 to 0.050 at 0.001 increments to 

establish a trend, the results of using a few particular threshold values Mth the Daubechies- 

4 wavelet on the image Lena are shown in Table. 6.1 1. The PSNR value hdicates the 

change in quality relative to the origiDal image. It was also observed with ai l  three test 

subjects, the number of iteratiom requùed to reconsûuct the image until there is no 

signincant change in PSNR gradually decreased to approximately 3. 

At the optimal threshold value, there was no appreciable iocrease in compression 

ratio from the case with no pre-processing. However, the reconstnictioa quality 

experienced a drop from 3 1.25 dB to 3 1.15 dB. The compression ratio at T=0.006. the 

pure noise level, gave a 7.8% increase in compression ratio. The first results that were 

studied, however, were the entmpy vaiues of the coefficient reduced images. 



Entmpy of Lena with Shninken Wavelet Coefficients 

Daub-4 - 
OauM - 

Daub-12 ----- 
Daub-20 - 

- --. 

O 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05 
Coeffiient Shrinking Threshold 

Fig. 6.9. Entropy trend of the image teM after wavelet coefficient shrinking. 

The plot shown in Fig. 6.9 shows the entropies of Lena after shrinking the wavelet 

coefficients with aiI four Daubechies waveleis. The plots for Goldhill and Peppers are 

shown in Figs. A.3 and A.4 respectively. With L ~ M  and Goldhill, the Daubechies-4 

wavelet produced the greatest drop in entropy and with Peppers, Daubechies4 and 8 were 

closely matched as having the greatest effect on entropy. In the plot for Peppers , there is a 

marked change approximately at Td.006 which is the pure noise threshold Tbere are 

more r o u a  features in Lena and GoIdhill than in Peppers to make them more sensitive to 

changes in the Daubechies-4 coefficients. Visudy, it was observed that the quality of the 

images degrades as the threshold increases. 



Reconstrucù*on Q u a i  of Lena with Shninken Wavelet Coefficienîs 

I I 1 1 I I 

O 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05 
Coefficient Shrinking Threshold 

Fig. 6.10. Reconstruction quality trend with respect to the pre-processed image of Lena 
after wavelet coefficient shruiking. 

The plot shown in Fig. 6.10 shows the reconstruction quality of the image with 

respect to the wavelet smoothed images after f!iactd coding. The inaeasing PSNR means 

that as the shrinking threshold inmases. the duceci-search FBC algorithm becomes more 

capable of accuraiely coding and ~~ons tn~ct ing  the image. Subjectively, the image 

becomes noticeably distorted at T=0.020. The coefficients representing major parts of the 

signal other than fine details and noise are king affixted. The plots for Goldhill and 

Peppers are shown in Figs. AS and A.6. How much the signai is changed with respect to 

the original image is shown in the PSNR measure of the image with respect to the original 

image. 

The next plot, shown in Fig. 6.1 1, shows the change in fidelity of the wavelet 

reduced images with respect to the original after reduced-search FBC. In ail three test 

images, the plot stays fairly level uniil T is equal to approximately 0.005 which is close <O 



the calcuiated value of t&e pure noise level of 0.006. After Td.005, more than just the 

noise was being removed and the plots reflect this with an iacreased downward dope. It is 

interesthg to note that while the image fidelity is fairly coastaot before T=0.005. the 

compression increases throughout the range of threshold values. The plots for Golrihill 

and Peppers are shown in Figs. A.7 and A-8 respectively. 

Reconstruction QuJity of Lena with Shrunken Wavelet Coefficients 
30-6 r 1 1 L t I I I I I 

O 0.005 0.01 0.015 O.? 0.0.  0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05 
Coefficient Shrinbng Threshold 

Fig. 6.1 1. Reconstruction quality trend with respect to the ongiaal image of L ~ M  a k r  
wavelet coefficient shrinkjng. 

After reduced-search fiacial block coding, the compression ratios increased with 

increasing coefficient reduction threshold. However, with the Daubechies-4 wavelet, it can 

be seen that the compression ratio increased noticeably faster than that of Daubechies-8, 12, 

and 20 with the LeM and Peppers *g. AJO) images. The image. Go[dhiZl, did not have 

as noticeable an effect with the Daubechies-4 wavelet and ail four wavelets foiiowed the 

same trend as shown in Fig. A.9. The compression ratio of Lena at T=0.02 was 19.1: 1 as 

compared to 17.4: 1 before wavelet shrinking which is a 9.8% increase. The image 



Goldhill experienced a 1.1% increâse and Peppers a 1.7% iocrease a .  the same threshold 

level and wavelet- 

Compression Ra- of Lena with Shrunken Wavdet Coeffients 

O 0.005 0.01 0.015 O-? 0.- 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05 
Coeffiaent Shnnking Threshold 

Fig. 6.12. Compression ratios of Lena &ter wavelet coefficient shrinking. 

The reconstructed images of Lena at T=O.006, Td.015 and T=0.020 are shown in 

Figs. 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15 respectively. It was observed cbat the artifacting due to block 

coding was still present. Since T=û*006 appeared to be a significant threshold value, the 

reconstnicted images of GoLaiill and Peppers at that threshoId are shown in Fïg. A. 13 and 

A. 14 respectively . 



Fig. 6.13. Reconsmicted image of km at T4.006. PSNR = 30.42 dB; CR = 18.8: 1. 
(Shown at 84.3% original size.) 



Fig. 6.14. Reconstmcted image of Lena at Td.015. PSNR = 30.14 dB; CR = 19.0:l. 
(Shown at 84.3% original size.) 



Fig. 6.1 5. Reconsmicted image of tena at Td.020. PSNR = 29.92 dB; CR = 19.1 : 1. 
(Shown at 84.3% original size.) 



6.4 Scaie Invarlance of Reconstmcted Images 

In Chapter 2. b t a l s  were descni  as king scale invariant where the detail seen 

is not dependent on the scale at which the observation was made. Fig. 6.16a shows a 

portion of Lena 's shoulder eniaged by a fvtor of four while Fig. 6.16b shows the same 

portion recoostnicted with the iterative procedure at four tïmes the original s h .  

Fig. 6.16. A portion of Lena 's shoulder edarged four times in (a) from the original image 
and (b) through the reconstruction procedure. 

It can be seen that in the enlargement of the original image, pixellation occua but in 

the enlargement tbrough the iterative procedure, the structure of the shoulder retains its 

smooth appearance. The actifacting due to block codbg is still visible, however, but this 

can be removed with p s t  processing. 

6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the results of experiments of two forms of noise reduction were 

presented. It was observed that with spatial f i i lte~g, degradation of the image was 

unavoidable. This was expected because the nature of the nIter implied that the value of 

every pixel would k affected. Only the 3x3 6lter mask yielded a result of useable quality 

with a 1.3% increase in compression ratio over compression without any pre-processing. 



With wavelet denoising, a useable range of threshold values out of the range 

[0.000,0.050] was found to demase the entropy ewgh to increase the compression ratio 

by as much as 9.1% at Td.020 without introducing a noticeabIe amount of distortion. At 

higher tbreshold values, distortick was observed due to the fact ibat wavelet coefficients 

representing critical information were being reduced. The fidelity of the wavelet coefficient 

reduced images relative to the original showed a distinct change in t ~ n d  at a ihreshold equal 

to the pure noise level. This indicated a point at which the pure noise was king removed 

and the desired signal lefi untouched. The compression ratio for Lena at this threshold 

was 18.8: 1 or 7.8% higher than the compression ratio of the image without pre-processing. 

In both forms of noise reductioa, the number of iterations required to reconstnict 

the image to the point where thete is no more significant change in PSNR dropped 

dramaticaiiy to as low as 3 from 9 without pre-processing. This Unplies that reducing the 

entropy of the image moves it closer to the ataactor in analogy to iterated function systems, 

M e r  supporting the idea of treating the image as a k t a l .  

Additional support for the &ta1 nature of the reconsûucted image was observed in 

the scale invariance of the k t a l  coded image. Smooth features remaineci smooth as the 

scale of observation decreased, that is, as the enlargement factor increased. In cornparison. 

an enlargement of the original image, yields pixellation. 



This thesis fwused on the reduced-seailch fiactai block coding algorithm as 

developed by Kinsner and Wall with the addition of a pre-processhg wavelet deooising 

stage. Tbe denoising was implemented to d u c e  entmpy increasing additive noise 

contaiaed in an image. 

The initiai set of experiments were performed to establish the characteristics of the 

reduced-search FBC process without any pre-processing. A series of experiments were 

performed that varied the sïze of the domain block and the domain biock samplùig 

increment. It was found, as expected, that s d e r  domain blocks with small sampling 

increments produced higher quaüty reconstnictions than larger domain blocks and sampling 

increments. The reason for this is tbaî there is a larger feahm base avdable with smailer 

domain biocks. However. the use of smailer domain blocks implies that there are more to 

be testexi so thai the press ing  time is large and the compression ratio is relatively low 

because more bits are needed to address the higher number of domain blocks. 

A higher compression ratio cm be achieved with larger domain blocks and larger 

sampliag increments but ai the cost of lower reconstruction quality. Compression ratios 

ranged h m  13.8: 1 for l6x 16 pixel domain blocks with one pixel sampiing increment to 

19.6: 1 for 32x52 pixel domain blocks with 32 pixel increment. Reconstruction qualities 

followed a reversed trend where for 16x16 pixel domain blocks with one pixel sampling 

increment, the reconstruction quality was as high as PSNR = 34.3 dB. For the largest 

domain block and sarnpling increment, the quaiity dropped to as low as PSNR = 28.3 dB. 

A domain block size of 24x24 pixels and 12 pixel sarnpling increment was used for the rest 

of the experiments as those domain block parameters offerrd an acceptabie balance between 

the two criteria. 



The second set of experirnents penormed involved the pre-processing stage to the 

reduced-search FBC process. As a cornparison to wavelet denoising, spatial filtering was 

used. By the naaire of the filtering pmess, the desired signal is affectexi dong with the 

additive noise. While this pmcess does lower the entropy of the signal, thus making it 

more susceptible to fractai block coding, enough of the signai is distorted to render ail but 

the smaiiest filter mask impracticai. Filter masks larger than 3x3 cesuiteci in noticeable 

distortions. 

Wavelet denoising, on the other hand. dows for the reduction of additive noise 

without damaging the signal. The entropy was lowered enough to result in as rnuch as a 

9.1% increase in compression ratio. With the onset of some distortion as a result of signal 

degradation, the compression ratio increased to 11% over the same method without pre- 

processing. The four wavelets used for the denoising foiiowed similar trends in 

reconstruction quality but the Daubechies4 wavelet produced resdts that differed slightly 

£kom the riest. 

The Daubechies4 wavelet wôs observed to have a more accelerated increase in 

compression ratio as the coefficient reduction threshold increased. There are two 

possibilities that explah this occurrence. ûne possibility is that noise, king a rough 

signal, is modeled weil by the Daubechies-4 wavelet. By reducing coefficients that are 

modehg tbe noise. the noise is effectively reduced. The other possibility is that as the 

threshold increased to the point where image degradaiion occurred. coefficients were being 

reduced that repfesent features in the desired signal because the signal itself has features 

that are modeled weli by the Daubechies-4 wavelet. However. in the image Peppers, 

which contains many smooth features. the same effect was not observed with the wavelets 

that mode1 a smooth signal well. This suggests that the fyst possibility is more probable. 

The reconstruction quaiity of the images compressed with wavelet coefficient 

shrinking did not ciiffer significantly fiom the same process without pre-processing. 

Quantitatively. the PSNR values relative to the original decreased as the threshold increased 



because the denoised images were, numericdy, different from the originais. The PSNR 

values relative to the denoised images before they entered the FBC process iecreased with 

increasïng threshold hdicaîing that they were more cgsily k t a i  coded and thus more 

easily reconstructed The reduced entmpy gave the image more fiactai charafterbtics. 

Reducing the entmpy of an image with wavelet denoishg to give the image more 

firaftal characteristics bas been shown to be a viable method of increasing the efficiency of 

reduced-search &ta1 block coding. At this point, it is a possibility that rough wavelets 

WU perfom better thaa smooth wavelets. Further study should be done on other rough 

wavelets of other families of wavelets such as Coinnan Wick941. Selectiog which wavelet 

would be suitable for a pazticuiar image depends on qualities of the image itself. 

ClassiQing the image would lead to a practical approach to selecting the appropriate 

wavelet. In thïs work, the thresholding was appiied to aii sub-bands. Further experirnents 

should be perfonned on individual sub-bands. If there is a sub-band which represents the 

noise part of the signal more that any other sub-band, reducing those coefncients would 

result in an optimaily denoised image. 

In this thesis, entropy provided one estimate of the '%actalness" of the image. 

Another method of determinhg the "frar:talness" of the image hinges on the discussion of 

fractai dimension in Chapter 2. Muitihctal measures [Kins94a], [ArFG9 1 1, FeKi941 

offer ways of deteminhg to what degree the image is a k t a l .  This measure could lead to 

a better selection of a wavelet for wavelet denoising as weii as af3ecting the selection of 

other parameters of the reduced-search FBC process itself. 

Resently, the reduced-search FBC pmcess uses range blocks that are 8x8 pixels in 

size and domain block sizes that can Vary. It has been observed [ArFG9 11, @?eKi94] that 

an image is not of a uniform fracta1 dimension, that is, the fiactaiity of the image various 

throughout the image. The fkta l  dimension of a region or pixel of the image should be 

used to detennuie a range block that is suitable for that particular region. A region with a 



higher fi.actai dimension would be more detailed thus requiring a higher resolution of range 

blocks. Smaiier range bloch yield higher resolutioa. 

The above mentioned methods still do not address the use of iterated fiiaction 

systems which has already been shown to yield high compression ratios. Som work has 

been done that automatiically determines itetated fûnction systems for one-dimensional 

signais MaHa921. This couid possible by extended to two dimensional signals by 

operating on one liae at a time. 

This thesis bas shown rhat reducing the entropy of an image through wavelet 

denoising increases the efficiency of reduced-search fiactal block coding. Supported by the 

theories of coilage coding md contracave affine transformation, reduced-search fracta1 

block coding is a comparabIe alternative to present image compression standards. The 

theories also hdicate that fiactal compression has the potential of achieving much higher 

compression ratios. With the increasing need for rapid communication, higher 

compression ratios are definitely needed and fiactai image compression is clearly a path in 

that direction. 
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APPEMDIX A 

ADDITIONAL IMAGES AND PLOTS 

Fig. A. 1. Reconstructed Gol<aill with PSNR = 29.46 dB and CR = 17.6: 1. No pre- 
processing was used (Shown at 84.3% original size.) 



Fig. A.2. Reconstnicted Peppers with PSNR = 32.79 dB and CR = 17.5: 1. No pre- 
processing was used. (Shown at 84.3% original size.) 
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Fig. AA. Entropy trend of the image Goldhill after wavelet coefficient shrinking. 

Fig. A.4. Entropy trend of the image Peppers d e r  wavelet coefficient shnnking. 
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Fig. AS. Reconstruction quality trend with respect to the wavelet coefficient 
reduced image of GoLihill. 
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Fig. A.6. Reconstniction quality trend with respect to the to the wavelet coefficient 
reduced image of Peppers. 
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Fig. A.7. Reconstruction quality trend with respect to the original image of 
Goltaiill afier wavelet coefficient shrinking. 
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Fig. A.8. Reconstruction quality mnd with respect to the original image of 
Peppers after wavelet coefficient shrinking. 
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Fig. A.9. Compression ratios of GoLaiill after wavelet coefficient shrinkulg. 
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Fig. A. IO. Compression ratios of Peppers after wavelet coefficient shrinking. 
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Fig. A. 1 1. Root meau square emr of the reconstruction with respect to the wavelet 
coefficient reduced image of Lma 
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Fig. A. 12. Root mean square error of the reconstruction with respect to the wavelet 
coefficient reduced image of  Goldhill. 
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Fig. A. 13. Root mean square error of the reconstruction with respect to the wavelet 
coefficient reduced image of Peppem. 



Fig. A.14. Reconstnicted image of Gol&ill at T3l.006. PSNR = 29.34 dB; CR = 
17.6: 1. (Shown at 84.3% original size.) 



Fig. A. 15. Reconstmcted image of Peppers at TIO.CIM. PSNR = 32.53 dB; CR = 
17.6: 1. (Show0 at 84.3% original sue.) 
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Fig. B.1. Main function hierarchy. 
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The main functional hierarchy of reduced-search fiacd block coding (FBC) is 

shown in Fig. B.1. The COMMAND module received input from the graphical user 

interface or the command line. Based on that input, the COMMAND module caiis the 

appropriate module. The main fhctions are Train Codebook, Cornpress Image, and 

Reconsmct Image. 
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Fig. B.2. Train codebook function hierarchy. 
Train Codebook 

input: Untrained codebook, training image 

Output: Trained codebook 

This module initiaiiy sets each codeword to be the mean of very possible input 

vector h m  the training image plus or minus some random value. An image vector is then 

sampled fiom the trainhg image and orthogoaaüzed and normalized. The codebook is 

searched for the wuining codeword whose index is retumed dong with the best isomeaic 

transfonn and calculaied emr. Using the emr data, the codeword and its frequency 

counter is updated. 
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Fig. B.3. Cornpress image function hierarchy. 
Cornpress Image 

Input: Source image, trained codebook 

Output: Fractal block code 

In this module, the image is fïrst vector quantized to classify each range block. The 

domain blocks or vectors are sequentidy extracted and reduced to the size of the range 

biock The vector is then orthogonaüzed and normaiized so that it can be compared with 

the vectors in the codebook. The Search Codebook module is used to classm the domain 

vector. The domain biock whose classification matches that of the range block has its 

fracta1 coefficients determinecl. The domain block that matches the range block the closest 

has its hctal coefficients preserved as part of the &ta1 code. 



IMAGE / 

POINTER 

Reconstruct Image 

Input: Fractal block code 

Output: Reconstnicted image 

A domain vector h m  an arbitrary image support is extracted. reduced, 

orthogonaiized and normalized. Using the given isomeaic transform index fiom the hctal 

code, the domain block is appropriately transformed. The block is then grey Ievel scaled 

and translated to produce a range block that c m  be mapped on to the corresponding 

position to the fractai code on the image support. The process is repeated for di range 

blocks. 



APPEND~X C 

SOURCE CODE FOR DENOISED REDUCED-SEARCH FBC 

This appendix contains aii the source code that was used to perfonn the h t a i  

coding and reconstruction process (after Wall931). Followiag mat is the source code to 

perfonn the fornard and inverse discrete wavelet transforms with coefficient shrioking 

(after FCDJ951)- 



Fie: constants-h 
This is the global type and connant dehition file. ************************************************* 

#define RANGE-SIZE 8 //size of range block in pixels 
#dethe CODEWORDS 1 1 //size of the fscl codebook 
#define SRCX 10 
#define SRCY 22 //Source image cwrds 
#define CBKX 2 
#def~ne CBKY 574 //Codebook image co-ords 
#define RECX 532 
#defiae RECY 22 //Recoiist~cted image co-ordî 

// TYPE DELLARATIONS 

static unsignecl char t-t[8][8] = { //Array which indicates the result of 
O, 1, Z3-4, 5, 6, 7, //multiple applications of block 
1, O, 67, 5,4, 2, 3. //transformations- 
2,6,  O, 5,7,3, 1,4, 
3,s- 7, O, 6, L4, 2, 
4,7, 5, 6, O, 2, 3, 1, 
5, 3,4,2, 1 9 6 ,  7, O, 
6, 2, 1, 4, 3, 7, O, 5, 
7,4, 3, 1, 2, O, 5 , 6  
1; 

typedef struct ( 
int x, 

Y* 
translate, 
scale, 
transform; 

1 b t a l ;  

typedef stmct { 
float pxls [24] [NI, 

sl, 
s2; 

) vector; 

typedef smct { 
float pxis[RANGE-Sm] [RANGE-SIZE], 

s 1, 
s2; 

) vector2; 

stmct indx { 
int x,y; 
unsigned char transform; 
float s 1, s2; 
stnict indx *next; 

1 ;  



Fie: fbc-h 
This file contains globai variables. ************************************************* 

int SCALE, BLK-TEMP, IMAGE-SIZE, NUM-BLOCKS, DOMAIN-SIZE, DISP, 
VERB, COMPRESS; 
float ITERATXONS, S M - I N C R ;  
char * S R C C m 9  *DEST-FILE, *CODE-FILE, *BATCHCHFILE, *FBC-FILE; 
int MAG; 
float PSNR,SIG,RMS; 
image type source,codebook,fecon; 
~~~~=FCODE~.*FCODEZ;  
vector2 'TEMPCODEBOOK; 
vector *CODEBOOK; 
struct indx *VECïOR-CODE; 
Dimension height,width; 
char *text; 

File: fbcc 
This nle prepares the GUI and parses the command iine for input ************************************************* 

#include "xu tas-h 
#inchde "constants.h" 
#inchde "fbc-h 
#iuclude "io. h 

void SetUpO; 
void CleanSet(); 

char *commands-iist=" -nodisplay-domain-so~u-h" ; 

void Redraw(w, client-dathevent) Widget w; XtPointer client-data; XEvent *event; 

char bufTer[30]; 
DisplayImage(MAIN,SRCX,SRCY,&source); 
DispIayhqe(MAIN,CBKX,CBKY,&codebook); 
DispiayIrnage(MAIN~CX,RECY,8trecon); 
Text(SRCX,SRCY+IMAGEESIZE+13,(String)"S Image"); 
Text(CB D , C B  KY+64+ i 3 ,(String)"Codebookrl); 
Text~CX,RECYHMAGEIMASIZE+ 13,(String)"Recon~mc t e  Image ") ; 
Text(RECX+iMAGE-SIZE/2,RECY+IMAGEIMASIZE+ 13,(String)"PSNR = "); 
Text(RECX,RECY+IMAGECXSIZE+27,(String)"Number of Iterations:"); 



gcvt(PSNR,8, buf5er); 
strcat(ôuffer," lt); 
Text(~CX+IhrIAGEIhrIASIZE(L+45~CY+IMAGE-SIZE+l3 ,buffer); 
gcvt ((dou ble) lTERATIONS -8, buffer) ; 
strcat@uffer," "); 
Text(RECX+IMAGEIMAS~+lO~CYiIMAGEIMASIZE+27,buffer); 
XtVa~tVdues(MAPrXtNheigh~&beightJCtNwidtfi,&width,NULL); 
XDrawLine(D1SPLAY ,XtW'idow~,GC 1 ,O?height-25,width,height-25); 

1 
void SetUpO 

s o ~ c e . x s i z e = s o ~ ~ : e . y s i z t ; ~ ~ ; ~ ' o n . ~ o n - y s h ~ ~ G E ~ S ~ ;  
~ o d e b o o k . x s ~ 6 0 ;  
codebook. ysize====, 
sourceimage = imgalloc(MAGE-S12E,IMAGEtIMASIZE); 
codebookimage = imgailoc(960,64); 
mon-image = imgalluc(MAGE-SIZEJMAGE SRE); 
NUM~BLOCKS=IMAGE~SI~URANGE~SI~;E~ 
FCODE I = fcd-aiioco; 
FCODE2 = fcd-ailoc(); 
CODEBOOK = cbk-alloc(); 
TEMPTEMPCODEBOOK=(vec toR *)caiia(CODEWORDS ,sizeof(vec tor2)); 
VECïOR-CODE = ndxdxdocO; 
lTERATIONS= 10; 
SCALE=DO~-SIZE/RANGEIZE/RANSIzE., 
M A W ;  
BLK-TEMP=RANGE-SIZE; 
ifm) 

{ 
pnnif('@n"I1); 
prind("1mage Sue = %d\n",IMAGE-SIZE); 
prinn("Range Block Size = %d\o",RANGE-SIZE); 
p~tf("D0main Block Size = Zd\n",DOMAlN-SE); 
printf("Sca1e factor = %d\o".SCALE); 
printf(" Step S ize = %hW ,SAMP-INCR); 
printf("Dip1ay = %db" DISP); 
p~tf("Source Fiie = %s\n",SRC_RLE); 
printf('Des tination Fiie = %s\n" PEST-FEE) ; 
printf("Codebook Fie = %s\nw ,CODE-FILE:); 
prio tf("Batch File = %s\n",BATCH-FiLE) ; 
printf("FEK Fiie = %s\n",FBC-FILE); 
if(C0MPRESS) 

p~d("Compressing ...\n"); 
else 

printf("Uncompressing ... in); 
1 

void CleanSetQ 
{ 
XtAddEventHandler(MAIN~uttonPressMas~ALSE,GetPosition,O); 
XtAddEveatHandler(TOP-LEVEL~VisibilityCbangeMask~alse~Redra~~fltPointer) O) ; 

1 



void main(argc,argv) 
unsigned int argc; 

(char "argv; 
button-iist *buttons = (button-list *) calloc(NUM-BUTS,sizeof(button-hst)); 
int argptr,com9bye=û; 
char *buffer, 
DISk1; 
DOMAIN-Sm-24; 
SAMPAMPINCR=12; 
IMAGEESIZ&256; 
VERB*; 
COMPRESS=l; 
SRc-FILE='BNONE" ; 
CODE-FILE="lenaS 12.cbk"; 
DEST-FILE="NONE"; 
BATCH-FILE="NONE"; 
FBCJLJFNONE"; 
if(argo1) 

{ 

buffe-p[ar&ptr]; 
com=~~str(commands~list,buffer)-~ommands~List; 
swi tc h(com) 

{ 
case O: 

DISP=û; 
break; 

case 10: 
Dom-SIZE--atoi(argv[f+u&-ptr]); 
break; 

case 17: 
SRC-mLE=argv(++arpptr]; 
break; 

case 24: 
CODECoDE_FILEfargv[++argptr];FILE=acgv[++ar~tr]; 
break; 

case 29: 
DESTDEsT_FItE=arpv[++argptr];FILE=argv [++arg_ptr] ; 
break; 

case 34: 
S AMP-INCR=atof@gv[++arpp tr]) ; 
break, 

case 39: 
BATCH--argv[++arg,ptr]; 
break, 

case 45: 
VERB=I; 
break; 

case 53: 
COMPRESS=O; 
FBC-FILE=argv[++arg_pu] ; 



break; 
case 55: 

p~d("Usage: fbc [-nodisplay J [-source file] [-ciest fde] [code me] 
[-domain N] [-step SI [-batch hle] [-verbose] [-LI file] D]\n''); 

exit(0); 
break; 

1 

1 
i 

SetUpO; 
if@ISP) 

bu ttons[O] .iabel="Transferf ' ; 
buttom[l] .label=Tlear Target"; 
bunon~[2]JabeI=~'Quan& Image"; 
XtToolkitInitidizeO; 
CONTEXT=XtCreateA~LicationContextO; 

DISPLAY=XtOpenDispIay(CO~,NüLLvTe~tl',t'Te~t'f ,.NüTL,O,&argc,argv); 
MAIN = (Widget *) CreateMainWiidow(XSIZEvYSIZE,~'Reduced Search Fractal 

Block Coding"); 
CleanSetO; 
CreateButtonSet(MAINv0,700~-BUTS, buttons,XmHûRIZONTAL); 
CreateMenu(" tbc_menu.scrïptg '); 
XtRealizeWidgetflOP-LEVEL); 
XtAppM~p(C0N'ïEXT);  

1 

C 
prinrf("Need source file.\n"); 
-1; 

1 
if(strcmp@EST-mE,"NONEt ' 1 4 )  

f 
printf("Need destination 61e.W'); 
bye=l ; 

1 
if(bye) exit(0); 
if(C0MPRESS) 



I 
prind("Need FBC nle.\n"); 
exit(0); 



Fie: commands.~ 
This file operates the COMMAND module which routes commands h m  the GUI or the 
command Iine. ************************************************* 

void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 
void 

void ButtonRoute(w,client,call) 
Widget w; 
XtPointer ciient,call; 

{ 
int command = (int) clientf 
swi tc h(command) 

I 
case O: 
memcpy(source.~ge~con~age,source.xs~e*so~ce~ys~e); 
DisplayImage(MAIN,SRCX,SRCY,&source); 
break; 

case 1: 
rnemset(recon.image,25S~econ.xsize*recon.ys~); 
DisplayImage(MGIN~CX~CY,&recon); 
break; 

cise 2: 
VQJmage(source.image,CODEB00I!C,VECïOR~CODE); 
DispIayImape(MAIN,RECX,RECY Jkrecon); 
printf("ïhne.\n"); 
break; 

1 



void MenuRoute(w,clien~cd) 
Widget w; 
XtPoiater client,cail; 

( 
iot command = (int) client; 
the-t ptime; 
struct tm *start, *finish; 

XD~~~CUTSO~(DISPLAY~~W~~~~W(MA-WINDOW)$(C~~~~~FO~~CUTSO~(DISPLAY 
, 150)); 
switc h(cornmand) 

{ 
case 1 1 : CallFdeSelecti~n("Open~~,"Open Image"," *.pgmtl,O); 

break; 
case 12: CallFiIeSele~tion(~*Open'~,~*Open Codebook"."*.cbk ,1); 

break; 
case 13: CaUFileSelecti~n("Open'~,'~Open Fraccal Block Code", "*.fcà" 2); 

break; 
case 2 1 : CallFileSelection(Save","Save Codebook" *.cbk,3); 

b=k 
case 22: CallF'rleSe1ection("SaveSave Fractai Block Code","*.fcd,4); 

break; 
case 23: CaüFileSelectioa(" SaveSave Fractal Recons~ction","*.pp",5); 

break; 
case 3 1 : RintImage(&source); 

break; 
case 32: PrintImage(&codebook); 

break; 
case 33: PrintImage(&recon); 

break; 
case 40: printf("B ye.\an ); 

free(source.image) ; 
fke(codebook.image); 
fiee(recon.image); 
free(FC0DE 1); 
fiee(C0DEBOOK); 
fke(VECI'ORRCODE); 
exit(0); 

break; 
case 110: 

ptime=time(NUU); 
IaitializeCodebook(~0~~~e.image,COD~00K); 
start=locaitime(&p time); 
printf("Codebo0k training start time: "); 

prW(asctime(stan)); 
printf('lnV) ; 

TrainCodebook(so~~:e~ge,CODEf300K); 
p time=time(NWL); 
start=Iocaltime(&ptime); 
printf("Codebo0k training nnish tirne: "); 

p~tf(asctirne(stan)); 
printf('ln"); 
ImageCodebook(C0DEB00K,codebookkimage); 
DisplayImage(MAIN,CBKX,CBKY ,&codebook); 



Text(0,height-7,"Codebook has k e n  trained. 
break; 
case 120: 

code(); 
break; 

case 130: 
reconstnict0; 
break; 

case 140: 
{ 

FILE *List; 
ht i; 
iist=fopen("lÏst" , Y ) ;  
w bile(feof(list)==û) 

char *buffer; 
fscanf(List,"%~~~~,FILEN~); 
buf%er=FILENAME; 
prin~("%sW ,FIL,ENAME); 
i m p l o a d ~ A M E , & s o w c e ) ;  
codeo; 
recoastnlct(); 
printf("PSNR = %t\n",PSNR); 
princl(" \no); 
strcat(FniENAME," xc.pgm"); 
imgsave(FILEN~,strecon); 
mLENAME=buffer, 
strcat(FILENAME," xc.fcd") ; 
PreAritbmetic(FCODE 1); 
ArithmeticEncde(FILENAMEJ;CODE 1); 
Text(0,height-7,'tFractal block code has been saved. "1; 

1 
fclose(list); 
break; 

1 
case 210: 
f 
gcvt(SAMPAMPINCR,2,PROMIT-DATA); 
CallPrompt("Enter step size. " ,&S AMPAMPINCR,PROMPTMPTDATA); 

break; 
1 
case 220: 
gcvt(lTERATIONS,2,PROMPTMPTDATA); 
Callnompt("Enter number of iterations.",&~TIONSPROMPTMPTDATA); 

break; 
case 310: 

XDe~eCursor@ISPLAY~tWindow(MAINAMPWINDOw)~CreateFontC~o~ISPLAY 
,130)); 

MAG= 1; 
break; 

1 



void FdeRoute(w,client,call) 
Widget w; 
XtPointer client,caü; 

r 
1 
iat command = (int) client; 
XtRernoveCaUback(w~okCallbac~i1eRoutefl; 
switch(command) 

{ 
case O: 

open-source(); 
break; 

case 1: 
open-codeo; 
break; 

case 2: 
open-fbc0; 
break; 

case 3: 
to-v2(CODEB~K,TEMPdCODEB00K); 
SavcCodebook(FILEN~,TEMPTEMPC0DEB00K); 
Text(0,height-7,"Codebook has been saved. 
break; 

case 4: 
save_fbco; 
break; 

case 5: 
save-des to; 
break; 

case 6: 
prUia("%s\n'*,FiLENAME); 

ArithmeticDecode~AMEJCODE2); 
prind("Decompressed.\n") ; 
PostAritthmetic(FCODE2); 
printf("Unpsc ked.\n") ; 
Text(0,height-7,"Second Eractal block code has been Ioaded. 

break; 
1 

void from-vS(cociebook,new) 
vectoR codebook[CODEWORDS]; 
vector new[CODEWORDS]; 
{ 

int i,x,y; 
for ( i d  ;i<CODEWORDS ;h+) 

{ 
for(y=O;y<RANGEESIZE;y++) 

for(x=û;xdZANGE,SIZE;x++) 



new [il .pxis [x] [u J=codebook[i] .pxis[x] [y] ; 
new [il .s l=codebook[i] .s 1; 
new [i].s2=codebook[i].s2; 

1 
1 

void to~v2(ca&book,new) 
vector codebook[CODEWORDS]; 
vector2 new(CODEWORDS]; 
{ 

iat i xy ;  
for(i=O;i<CODEWORDS;i+.t) 

foc(y=û; yeRANGE-SIZE;ytt> 
for(x=û;x<RANGEESIZE ;xi+) 

new(i].pxis[x J ~]=codebookli] . p N x  Jly J ; 
new[i].s I=codebook[i].s 1 ; 
new [il .s2=codebook[i] .s2; 

void code0 
{ 

time-t ptime; 
struct tm *start; 
p time=time(NULL); 
start=iocaitime(Brptime); 

prind("Qumtizing image start tirne: "); 
p~d(asctime(start)); 
printf('ln"); 

1 

prina("Quantizing image finish time: "); 
prind(as~tUae(start)); 
pr*f("bf); 

i 
printf("Fmtai cctalg image start time: "); 
prin$(asctime(s tart)) ; 
p~tf('%l") ; . 



{ 
prina('Fractai coding image nnish tirne: "); 
pMtf(asctime(start)); 
prind('ln") ; 

1 
if(D1SP) 

Text(0,height-7,"rinape has been k t a i  block coded (Reduced Search)."); 
1 
void recoosûuct0 
I 

time-t ptime; 
stmct tm %art; 
ptime=time(NüLL); 
start=Iocaltime(&ptime); 
if-) 

C 
~~if(~'Reconstmct image start the: "); 
p~tf(asctime(start)); 
prina('ln"); 

printî("Reconstnict image finish time: "); 
p ~ t f ( a s c  time(start)) ; 
p~tf("\n"); 

1 
PSNR=psnr(&source.Buecon); 
RMS=nns(&source,&recon); 
if(D1SP) 

Displayhage(MAiN,RECX,RECY,&recon); 
Text(0,height-7,"Image has k e n  reconstructed. 

1 

printf("PSNR = %f, RMS = %fin %.Of 
interationsh " ,PSNR,RMS,ITERATIONS); 

M A W ;  
1 
void open-source() 

irngload(FILENAME.&so~fce); 
IMAGEES IZE=source .xsize; 
recon.xsize-%on.yske=IMGGEIMGSIZE; 
fÎee(recon.image); 
reconhage = img_aiioc(iMAGE-SIZEJMAGE-Sm); 
NUM_BLOCKS=IMAGEESIZE/RANGESSIZE; 
ke(FC0DE 1 ); 
k(vECr0R-CODE); 
free(FCODE2); 



FCODE2 = fcd-doco; 
FCODE 1 = fcd-alloco; 
VECïOR-CODE = ndxdxallco; 
if(D1SP) 

{ 
DisplayImage(MAIN,SRCx,SRcY,&so~~~e); 
D i s p l a y I m a g e ~ , R E ~ C Y , B i r e c o n ) ;  
Text(0,height-7,"Source image has been loaâed "1; 

{ 
p ~ @ " T h e  image nk %s has been loaded.Li",FLENAME); 
printf("1MAGE-SIZE = %clh",lMAGE-SIZE); 

void open-code0 
i 

DispIayhnage(MAIN,CBKX,CBKY,&codebook); 
Text(0,height-7,"Codebook has beeo loaded. "1; 

1 mJ=w 
printf("The codebook %s has been loaded.\n",FEENAME); 

1 

void save-fbco 
{ 

PreAritùmetic(FC0DE 1); 
ArithmeticEncode(FILENAME~C0DE 1); 
if(D1SP) 

Text(O&eight-7, "Fractal block code has been saved. "1; mmw 
pruitf("Fractal block code, %s has been saved.\n",FIL,ENAME); 

PostMthrnetic(FC0DE 1); 
1 
void open-fbco 
I 
AritbmeticI)ecode(FIL,ENGME~CODEl); 
PostArithmetic(FC0DE 1); 
if(D1SP) 

Text(0,height-7,"Fractai block code bas been loaded. "1; 
if(VERB) 

printf(lVThe h t a l  block code 46s has b e n  loadedAn",FLENAME); 
1 
void save-dest() 



if(D1SP) 
Text(O,height-7."Rec0n~tru~ted image has been saved. "1; 

if(VERB) 
prind('The reconstucted Mage has been saved to % s . \ n " ~ A M E ) ;  

1 



Fie: hcta1s.h 
This file contains fuoction prototypes of tbe FRACTALS module. ************************************************* 
extem void GenFractalCodeO; 
extem void RecImageO; 
extem void PreArithmeticO; 
extem void PostArithmeticO; 

File: fractals.c 
This file operaies the FRACTALS module. ************************************************* 

This fiction gewrates the reduced-search k t a i  block code. ************************************************* 

void GenFractalCode(image, cbook, vq-code, 6-code) 
unsigned char *image; 
vector cbook[CODEWORDS]; 
struct in& vq-code[CODEWORDS]; 
fractal "fk-code; 

{ 
#defme img(x,y ) (image[y*IMAGE-SIZE+x J) 
/* #define v%c(a,b) (vq-codeb*NUM-BLOCKS+aJ) */ 
#de fme fr-c(i j) (fi-code[i *MM-BLOCKS+i]) 

float *low-err=(float *)cdoc=-BLOCKS*NUM-BLOCKS,sizeof(float)); 

int imgx,  imgy, b k x ,  b k j ,  b-x, b j ,  x, y; 
int type; 
float scale, translate, shift; 
float rd, 8, D = RANGEESIZE*RANGEESIZE; 
float error, 
int c-transform; 
unsigned char t-transfom, transform; 
vector rblock, s-block, t-block; 
struct indx *point; 



for (bk y*; bUc y c NUM_BLOCKS; bky*) 
for (bk-x=û; i&x c NUM_BLOCKS; bikLkx+t) 

1ow-en~IkIkx+bk-y*NOMNOMBLOCKS~ = MAXFLOAT; 
for (imgy*; imgy < (IMAGE-SEE - DOMAIN-Sm; imp_y+=(i.nt) SAMP-INCR) 

for (imgx=û; imgx c (JMAGE-SIZE - DOMAIN-Sm); imgx+=(ht) 
SAMP-INCR) 

{ 
ScaleBlock(imgx, i m g y  , image, Bts-block); 
OrthBlock(~-block); 
type = SearchCodebookl)omain(smainblock, c b k ,  &c-transform); 
t-trmsform = (unsigned char) cdtransform; 
point=&vq-cOde [type]; 
while(point-mext != NUU) 
l 

blkblk_xrpoint->x;~~ht->~;  
blk-y=poht->y; 
transform = t-t[t.transforrn] [point-~traasfor~ ; 
TransformBiock(s~bi~~k,pxis, t_block.pxls, transform) ; 
b-x = b k x  * RANGE-SIZE; 
b_y = bUry * RANGE-SIZE; 
rd = 0.0; 
for (y*; y < RANGE-SE; y*) 

for (&; x c RANGE-SIZE; x++) 
rd += (float) img((b,x + x ) , ( b ~  + y)) * 

t-bloc k-pxls [x] U.1 ; 
scale = (iat) rd; 
shin = point->s l/D; 
error = point->s2 + 

scale*scde*s~block,s2+shift*shift*D+2*(scde*shifi*s~blocks 1 -scale*rd-shifi*point- 
>s 1); 

if ((low~err~lkIkx+blky*NUM~BLOCKS~ >= error) && 
(fabs(sca1e) c 1024)) 

I 
Iow-errblk_x+bik ytNUMNUMBLOCKS] = error, 
f i-c(b~x,bky).x = img_x; 
fi-c(bLk-x,blk y)-y = i m u ;  
fr_c@lk-x, blk y). traosform = tram fom; 
fr_c@lk~~,bk y) .scaie = scale; 
fi-c@ik-x,blky).traosiate = (ht) shift; 

1 
point=poi.nt-xmt; 

1 
1 

This function reconstnicts the image. ************************************************* 
void RecImage(fk-code, image) 
fracta1 *ficode; 
unsigned char *image; 
{ 



unsigned char *imgt,*src,*temp; 
#defuie img(x,y) (ÏmagehtIMAGE-SLSE+x]) 
#dehe TEMPO&) (Mgt~*IMAGEESIZE+jïj) 
#define fi_c(a,b) (Er_code[b*NUM_BLOCKS+a]) 

vector s-block, tblock; 
float v,sd.O; 
int i. bkx. b i k j ,  x. y. imgx, ïmgy. a, 

t y , b ~ x - s ~ b k ~ ~ s ~ G E - S I Z E ~ , m y  Jters; 

imgt = imgai.ioc@MAGEESIZE,IMAGEESIZE); 
temp = ùng_aUoc(IMAGE-SIZEJMAGE-SIZE); 
if (MA-) 

{ 
src=img,t; 
S C A L E = D O M A I N ~ s ~ G E ~ s I Z E ;  
BLKK-RANGE-SIZE; 
RANGE-STzF;LRaNGESlZE; 
bik-x-s tarta; 
blk y-starta; 

1 
else 

{ 
~~ource . image;  

/* src=img,t; */ 
BLK-TEMPr24; 
WGEESIZE=2a; 
SCALE=l; 
mx=MOUSE[O]-SRCX; 
my=MOUSE[f J-SRCY, 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Sm 
bik y-~tart=rnx/RANGE~SI2E; 

1 
aemset(im&t,OmGE-SIZE*TMAGE-Sm); 

// ITERATIONS = 10.0; 
for ( i d ;  i < (int) ITERATIONS; i t t )  
{ 

for (blk y=blkj-start; blk y c NUM-BLûCKS; bky++)  
for (blk~~=bUc-x~start; b k x  < NUKBLOCKS; bik-x++) 
I 
C 

ScaieBlock(n-c(b~x,bik_v).x, fk-c(blkdx,blk=y).y,src, 
&s-block); 

OrthBloc k(&-bloc k) ; 
TransformBlock(s~block~pxis, t-block. pxls, 

fr_c(blk-x.blk~). transform); 
for (y*; y < RANGE-SIE; y++) 

for (x=Q x c RANGE-Sm; x++) 
{ 

v = (float) (t-block.pxls[x]~] * 
fr_c@lk-x,bk y) .scale) + fi-c@ik-x.blkj) .translate; 

if (v c 0.0) 
v = 0.0; 

if (v > 255.0) 
v = 255.0: 



tx=((bik-x-blk-x-start) * RANGE-SIZE) + 
ty=((bik~-bky-siart) * RANGE-SE) + 

Y; 
if ((tx >= O) && (tx < IMAGE-Sm) && 

(ty >= O) && (ty < IMAGE-SIZE)) 
img(tx,ty) = (unsigned char) v; 

1 
for (imw = O; i m g y  < IMAGE-SIZE; i m g y t ç )  

for (imgx=& i m g x  < IMAGE-SIZE; imgx++) 
TEMP(impx, hgy) = img(imgx,.Üngy); 

if(DISP) 
DisplayImape(MAIN~CX~CY,&recon); 

memcpy(temp,recon~age,.IMAGE~SIZE*IMAGE~SIZE*sizeof(umigned char)); 
1 
*/ 

// 
1 
memcpy(recon.image,temp,IMAGE,IMASIZE*IMAGES*sof(uied char)); 
k(img_t); 
fiee(temp); 

// ITERATIONS=(float) item; 
1 

This huiction formats the ûactal block code for arithmetic entropy encoding. ************************************************* 

void PreArithmetic(code) 
&ta1 *code; 
{ 
#de fine fr_c(a,b) (codeb*NUM_BLOCKS+aj) 

int b k x ,  b u .  max. min; 

max = -5000; 
min = 5000; 

if (fr-c(bik_x,bik y).scale > mm) 
rnax = fi-c(ôlic-x,bik~).scalt; 

if(fr-c(bUc_x,bIkj).scde < min) 
min = fr_c(bik-x.bik-y).scaie; 



fk-c(bUr.x,bUcy)x I= (int) SAMP-INCR; 
fr_c(blkikx,bUcy)).y /= (int) SAMP-INCR; 
fk-c(bik-x,biiCy).scaie += 1024; 

This hction recovers fraftal code after arithmeac decompression. ************************************************* 

void PostArithmetic(code) 
k t d  *code; 
{ 
#define fr_c(a,b) (code~*NUM_BLOCKS+a]) 

b t  bk-x, b k y ,  rnax, min; 

( 
fr-c(bk-x,blk y ) . x  *= (ht) S e - I N C R ;  
fr-c@k4x,bik_y) .y *= (int) S AMPJNCR; 
tk-~(bik-~,blky).~~aie -= 1024; 

1 

for(bUc y*; blk J<NUM~BLOCKS; blk y*) 
~o~@~~x=(NUM~BLOCKS-  1); bk-x > 0; bkx-) 

-((blk-x- 1 ),bik_y).translate = k_c(blk-x,bkj).mslate - 
fr_c((blk-x- 1 ),bk y).translate + 256; 



File: fsc1.h 
This nle contains function prototypes of the FSCL module. ************************************************* 
extern void InitiaiizeCodebookO; 
extern void TrainCodebook(); 
extern int SearchCodebookRangeO; 
extem int Seat~bCodehkDornainQ; 
extem void VQImageO; 
extern void ImageCodebookO; 

................................................. 
File: fsc1.c 
This tile operates the FSCL module. ................................................. 

#inchde "xuti1s.h 
#hcIude "constants. b" 
#iaclude "£bc.h" 
#inchde "transforms.h 
#inchde "fsc1.h 

static int cbk-search-1earnO; 
static float calc_emr(); 

This hiaction Uiitiaüzes the codebook so that it spans the image vector space with a random 
pertibation. ................................................. 
void uiitiaiizeCodebook( image, cbook) 
unsigned char *image; 
vector cbook[CODEWORDS]; 
{ 
#de£ine img(x,y) (imageU.*IMAGEESIZE+x]) 

vector avg; 
float rnd-nm,*sig=maiioc(RANGEESIZE*RANGE-SEE*sizeof(float)); 

avgsl = avg.s2 = 0.0; 
for (y*; y < WGEESIZE; y++) 

for (x=O,x < RANGE-SIZE; x++) 
avg.pxls[x]ly] = 0.0; 

for(blky = 0; b k j  < IMAGE-SIZE; bQ+=RANGE-SIZE) 
for (bIkIkx=O; blk_x < IMAGE-SIZE; blk_x+=RANGE-SIZE) 

for(y=û;y&ANGE-SE; y++) 



for(x=û;x e RANGE-SIZE; x++) 
avg.pxls[x]U.] += (float) (img(bik-x + x,blk_y + 

y)); 
node=O; 
for(y=O; y42ANGEESIZE-,y++) 

for(x=û; x<RANGE-SE*) 
{ 

avg.s 1 += avg-pds [x ] [y]; 
avg.s2 += avg.pxls[~] ly] *avg.pMx] b] ; 

1 

rnd-cm = (( (float) randorno / MAXINT) - 0.5) * 
0.2+avg.pxis[x] [y]; 

cbook[node ] .pxis[x] J = md-am; 
cbook[node].s 1 += md-nm; 
c b o o k ~ e ] . s 2  += md-nm * nid-nm; 

1 
orthB1oc k(&cbook[node]); 

This fùnction trains the codebook on a given training imge. ************************************************* 
void TrainCodebook(Mage. cbook) 
unsigned char *image; 
vec tor cbook[CODEWORDS] ; 
{ 

vector s-block, t-block: 

float fiequency[CODEWORDS], 
i g a  = 0.2, 
f_gn = 0.1, 
CS, w-chg. scale; 

int nid-x, mdj, x. y, node, transform; 

long int the, mx-time = CODJiWORDS* 1450; 

for (nodd;node<CODWORDS;node++) 
fiequency[node] = 1.0; 

f~r(time=û;timeunx~cime; tirne+) 
{ 

c_gn = ( ( i gn - f s )* ( l -O  - (float) Ume I mx-the) + f-); 
md-x = (int) randorno % (IMAGE-SIZE - DOMAIN-SE); 



m d j  = (ht) randorno 96 (IMAGE-SIZE - DOMAIN-SE); 
ScaleBlock(r&x, r n d j  image, 8s-block); 
OrthBlock(&-block) ; 
aode = cbk-search-leani(s-blocL, cbook, frequency. Biscale, &transfoun); 
TransforrnI3iock(s~bLock.pxis, t-bbck.pxis, transform) ; 
cbook[node].sl= c b o o k ~ e ] . s S  = 0.0; 
~O~(~=Q~<RANGE-SIZE.~~*) 

for(x=@~<RANGE-SIZE;x++) 
{ 

This function searches the codebook for the best match to an input vector taking into 
account the fkequency count of the codewords. ************************************************* 

static int cbk-search_leam(s-block, cbook, fkequency, scaie, trmsform) 
vector s-block; 
vector cbaok[CODEWORDS J; 
float fkquency[CODEWORDS]; 
float *sale; 
int *transform; 

iat x, y, node, t-traosform, bestnode0; 
float error, low-en, tscale; 

low-err = MAXFLOAT; 
fot(node=O;node<COD~ORDS;node++) 

emr = 
cdc-emr(s-block,cbook[nodeJ ,&ttscaie1&tttransfonn)*fiequency[node]; 

if(error<=low-err) 
{ 

low-err = error, 
bestnode = node; 
% d e  = t-=de; 
*transform = t-transfonn; 

1 



This function searches the codebook to classify a given range block. ************************************************* 

int SearchCodebookRange(skRanb1~k,cbook,~fonn) 
vec tor s-block; 
vector cbook[CODEWORDS]; 
int *transfonn; 
{ 

int x, 
Y l 
node, 
t-transfonn, 
best-node = 0; 

float error, 
low-err, 
t -de;  

low-err = MAXFLOAT; 

for(node=0;node<COD~ORDS;node++) 
{ 

error = ca~c~error(cbook[node] ,s-block,&ttscde& tttransfom) ; 
if(emr<=low-err) 
{ 

low-err = error; 
best-node = node; 
*transform = t-transform; 

1 
1 
return bestnode; 

} 

This function searches the codebook to classw a aven domain block. ................................................. 

int SearchCodebooDomain(s-block,cbook,transfom) 
vector s-block; 
vector cbook[CODEWORDSj; 
int * transform; 
f 

int x, 
Y 1 

node, 
t-transfonn, 
best-nodd; 

float error, 



low-err = MAXFLOAT; 
for(node=o.~ode<CODE'WORDS;n~) 
{ 

errer = cdc~emr(s~bI~~k~cbook(nde] ,&t-scale,& tttransform); 
if(enor<=low-err) 

low-err = emr; 
bestbest_aode=aode;node=aode; 
*rransform=ttranstransform; 

1 
1 
return kt-node; 

1 

This function classines each image vector of the image to be hctal coded. ************************************************* 

void VQLmage(image,cbook,vqCc0de) 
unsigned char *image; 
vector cbook[CODEWORDS]; 
struct iDdx vq-code[CODEWORDS]; 
I 

vector s-block; 
struct indx *point,*temp=NUU; 
int bk-x, 

b k y *  
X*  

Y 1 

t-tram fonn,cx; 
float ts 1 ,ts2; 
for(x=û;x<CODEWORDS;x++) 

{ 
point=&vq-code[x] ; 
point=point->next; 
w hiie(point != NULL) 

poi&&vq-code[x] ; 
point->next=NULL; 

1 
for (blk y=@bik-y<NUM<NUMBLOCKS;blk-y++) 

~o~(~U~~X=O;~I~~~<NUM~BLOCKS;~~~X++) 

s-b1ock.s 1 = sblock.s2 = 0.0; 



s-block.pxis[x ] [y ] = ( float) 
img((b~x*RANGEESaE+x),(bkj*RANGERANSIZE+y)); 

s-b1ock.s i += s-block.pxls[x] b] ; 
s-block.s2 += 

s-biock.pxis[x]M * s-biock-pxls[x] [j. 1; 
1 

ts l=s=Sblock.s 1; 
ts2-s-blocks2; 
~ l o c k ( & s ~ b ~ o c k ) ;  
cx = Sear~hCodebookRange(s-bl~~k,cbook,&t~transform); 
point = &vq~ode[cx]; 
w hile(p0int->aext != NULL) poïnt=point-xext; 
point->s l=& 1; 
point->s2=ts2; 
point->x=bik-x; 
point+y=b-; 
point->transform = (unsigned char) t-transform; 
point->next=(struct iDdx *)caiioc(l ,sizeof(sttuct indx)); 
point-qmint-xext; 
point->next=NOLL; 

This function calculates the clifference between two vectors independent of amplitude 
scaling and orientation. Return the optimum scaie. and transform vdues. ************************************************* 

static float calc_et~or(a-bloc~b~bl~~scale,transfonn) 
vector a-block; 
vector b-bIock; 
float *sale; 
in t *transform; 
{ 

vector tbiock; 

int x, 
Y 
t-tmsforrn; 

float ab, 
error, 
low-err. 
t-%ale; 



ab = 0.0; 
~oIQ=CI;~(RANGE-SIZE;~++) 

for (x=O;x<RANGE-SE$++) 
ab += (t-block.pxls[x] Ur ] * b-block.pxls[x] [y]); 

error = 2.0 /*b-b10ck.s2*/ - (2.0*ab) /*+ a-block.s2*/; 
if(error<=iow,err) 
{ 

low-en = error, 
*=ale = t-scaie; 
*transfonn = t-transform; 

1 
1 
retum low-err; 

1 

This function generates a graphic version of the codebook. ************************************************* 

void ImageCodebook(cbook,hage) 
vector cbook[CODEWORDS]; 
unsigned char *image; 

float max, 
min, 
scale, 
-; 

memset(ïmage.252.6 1440); 
for(count = O; count < CODEWORDS; counttc) 

{ 
bIkIkx=count 8 CODEWORDS; 
blk-y=count I CODEWORDS; 
for(pxl y=û;pxC y<RANGE-SIZE;pxi y++) 

for(p~xd;pxl-~<RANGE~S~;pxl~xt+) 



for(y=û;yc8;yi+) 
ior(x=o;x<8 z*) 
hgc((bkx?2+pkx*8+x),(bIk-y*64 + pxl y*8+y)) = 

(unsigaed char) (cbook[count].pxls[pXlxlx][pxl y]* 127 + 128); 
1 



This file contains pmtype functions of the ARITHMETIC module. 

extem void ArithmeticEncodeo; 
extern void ArithmeticDecodeO; 

************************************************* 
Fie: arithmetic-c 
This fiie operates the m C  moâuie. ************************************************* 
#define SBL-NM 2048 
#define NEG 1024 
#define NDX-NM (SBL-SM + 1) 
#dehe  MAX-. 32767 
#define NM-Code-Bits 17 
#define EOF-SBL MAXINT 

#defme TOP ((( iinsigned long int) 1 <c MM-Code-Bits)-1) 
#de fine QTR (T'OP/'l) 
#defuie HALF (2"QTR) 
#define THREE-QTR (3"QTR) 
#define FLD-NM 5 

void initstars(); 
void update-stats(); 

void put-bit(); 
void close-bit-out(); 
void close-bit-in(); 

void compressa; 
void initencodero; 
void encode-smb(); 
void bit-plus-foUow0; 
void flush-encoder(); 



void decornpress(); 
void init-kodero; 

void open-&tataho; 
void close-data-ino; 
void daub40; 

typedef smict { 
int sbl-m, 

ndx-nm; 
int "index, 

*symbl; 
unsigned long int 

*p& 
*cum; 

) statistics; 

This hct ion initialiirec the statistical model. ................................................. 
void init-stats(s tats,sbls) 
statistics *stats; 
int sbls; 
{ 

int c; 

s ta t s -~b1-m = sbls; 
stats->ndx,nm = sbls + 1; 

stats->index = (int *) cai.loc(stats-xdx-nm, sizeof(int)); 
s*in->symbl= (ht *)cdoc(stais->ndXdx~,sizeof(int)) ; 
stats->ph = (unsigned long int *)cdoc(stats->ndx-m + 1 ,sizeof(unsigned long 

int)); 
stats-xum = (unsigned long int *)caiioc(stats-xdx-cm + L,sizeof(unsigned long 

i m ;  
for(C=O',c<stats->ndx-m;c++) 

Tùis function updates the statistical model to reflect the character codedfreceived. ................................................. 



void updatetestats(stats,srnb) 
s tatistics *stats; 
int smb; 
{ 

int VECï0RRCODE, 
ndx-2; 

for (ndx-3-VECTOR-CODE;staf~-~prb[ndx~2] = stats->prb[ndx-2 
+ 1 ] ;ndx_2++); 

if (ndx-2>VECTORRCODE) 
{ 

stats->index[smb] = ndx-2; 
stats->in&x[stats->symbl[ndxdx2]I = VECïORRCODE; 
stats->symbl[vECïORRCODE] = stats->symbl[n&-2 ] ; 
stats->symbl[n~] = smb; 

1 

static FILE *Bid;ile; 
static int buffet, buff_cowt; 
f**************************I********************* 

This file opens the atithmetic code output bit Stream. ................................................. 

int open-bit-out(f3enme) 
char frlenameCNM-Sa; 
{ 

int status; 
b a e r  = Q 
buff_count = 0; 

BitFïde = fopea(nlename,"wb"); 
if(BitFiie != NUU) 

status = SUCCESS; 
e k  

status = FAILURE; 

................................................. 
This function e t e s  a bit to the output Stream bit buffer. 



************************************************* 
void put-bit(bit) 
Uit bit; 
{ 

b s e r  = (buffer 1) I bit; 
buff_count+ 
if(buff-count = 8) 
( 

putc(buffer,BitFile); 
b d e r  = 0; 
bd-count = 0; 

1 
1 ................................................. 

void closesebit-out0 

static ht garbage-count; ************************************************* 
This hinction opens the arithmetic code input saeam. ************************************************* 
int open-bitJn(f3enarne) 
char Neaarne[NM-Sa; 

int status; 

BitFiie = fopen(filename,"rb"); 
if (BiFie != NULL) 

status = SUCCESS; 
eise 

status = FAILURE; 

This huiciton gets a bit fkom the arithmetic input stream bit buffer. ************************************************* 
int get-bit0 
I 
1 

int bit; 



buffer = 0; 
garbage-countct; 
if(garbage_count > (NM(NMCodeodeBits - 2)) 
I 

puts(ltBad Source Bit File-"); 
exit(4); 

1 

bit = (buffer & 0x80) >> 7; 
buffer <<= 1 ; 
buff-co~nt-; 
return bit; 

1 *********************************************%*** 
This function closse input bit stream, ************************************************* 
void cIose_bit-in() 

fclose(BitFiie) ; 
1 
static unsigned long int Low, high; 
static int foUow-bits; 

This function compresses FBC parameters using acithrnetic encoding. **%********************************************** 
void ArimeticEncodeFdeName, &-code) 
char FideNamem-Sa; 
fractai *fr-code; 

statistics S ~ ~ J L N M ] ;  
int o f f s e t ~ - N M I ;  
int maxCFLD-NMI; 
if(VERB) 

printf("S<aitiag arithmetic compression.\n"); 
inittstats(&s tats [O] ,IMAGE-SIZE/(iit) S AMP-INCR); 
initstats(&s tats[i],IMAGE-S W ( i n  t) S AMP-INCR); 
initstats(&stats[2] ,5 1 2); 
initstats(&stats[3] ,2048); 



encodt-smb(stats[O]~-~(b~~x,bUc-y) A); 
update-stats(&stats[O] ,fi-c(bk.x,bIk-y) *x); 
encode~smb(stats[1]~~c(bIkIkx,bk y) .y)  ; 
update-stats(ststats[ 1 l&-c(bkx,bk-y)-y); 
encode-smb(s tais[2]&-c(bkIkx,bUcj)~trans1ate); 
update-stats(BLstat~[2],~-c(bIk~x,bk-y). translate); 
encode-smb(stats[3]&-c(bk-x,bk y)scaie); 
updatetestats(&stats[3] ,fktfic(bUcUcx,blky) .=aie) ; 
encode-smb(smts[4] &-c(bIk-x,bk y). tram form) ; 
updatetestats(&ats[4] , f i f ic (bIkIkx,bUc_y);  

1 

Tbis fwiction initializes the arithmetic encoder. ************************************************* 
void init-encoder() 

This fucntion encodes a single symboi. ************************************************* 
void encode_smb(stats,smb) 
statistics stats; 
int smb; 

int ndx; 
unsigned long int range; 

range = (hi@ - low) + 1; 
high = Iow + (range * stats.cum[ndx+ 11) I stats.cum[stats.ndxdxnm] - 1 ; 
Iow += (range * st;us.c~[ndx])/stats.cum[siats.ndxdxnm] ; 



bitgIus_follow(l); 
low -= HAtF-, 
high-=HALF; 

1 
Iow < =  1; 
hi& = (high c< 1) + 1; 

L 

foiiow-bits*; 
low -= QTR; 
low < =  1; 
high -- QTR; 
high = (hi@ << 1) + 1; 

1 

This function sen& a bit to the output bit steam. ************************************************* 
void bit-plus-foliow (bit) 
bt bit; 

put-bit(bit); 
w hile(follo wwhileobits>O) 

put-bit( !bit ); 
foiiow-bits-; 

1 

This function sen& all remaining bits in the encoder to the output bit Stream. ................................................. 
void flus h-encoder() 

foiiow-bits*; 
if (1owcQTR) 

bi t-plus-foIiow(0); 
else 

bit-plus-follow( 1); 
1 

static unsigned long int value; ................................................. 
This iunc tion recovers WC parameters from an arithmetic code Stream. ................................................. 
void ArithmeticDecode(Fi1eName,fi-code) 
char FîIeNameFIM_SZl; 
h t a i  %code; 

#define fr_c(a,b) (fi_codem*NUM_BLOCKS+a]) 



This function initializes the arithmetic decoder and fiil the operating register with the fmt 
NM_Code,Bits M m  the intput bit Stream. ************************************************* 
void init-decoder() 
{ 

int i; 
value = 0; 
for (i=O;i<NM-Code_B its;i++) 

value = 2 * value + get-bit(); 
Iowa;  
high=TOP; 

1 

This fimction decodes a siagie symbol h m  the hput bit stream, ************************************************* 
int decode_smb(stats) 
statistics stats; 

unsigned long int range; 
int v-cum, 

ndx, 
smb; 

range = (high - low) + 1 ; 



v-cum = (int) ((((vaiue - low)+ 1) * stats.cum[stats.ndxdxm] - 1)lrange); 
for(& = stats.ndxdxnm; stats.cum[n& J>v-cum;ndx--); 
high = low + (range * stats.cum[ndx + 11) 1 stats.cum[stats.ndxdxm] - 1; 
low += (range * stats.cum[ndx]) I stats.cum[stats.ndxdxm]; 

whiie(@igh < HALF) II (low r HALF)) 

value -= HALF-, 
low -= WALF-• 
high -= HALE 

1 
low < =  1; 
high = (high << 1) + 1; 
value = (value cc 1) + get-bit(); 

1 
while ((low>=QTR) && ( h ï g h d H R E E - ~ ) )  

value -= QTR; 
vaiue = (value e< 1) + geLbit(); 
IOW -= QTR; 
low < =  1 ; 
high -t QTR; 
high = @ïgh << 1) + 1; 

1 
smb = stats.symbl[ncix] ; 
r e m  smb; 

1 



File: transformsh 

This H e  contains funftion prototypes of the TRANSFORMS module. 

exteni void ScaleBlmkO; 
extern void OrtbBIock0; 
extem void NormalizeBlockQ; 
extern void TransformBlockO ; 

Fie: transfonns.~ 
This file operates the TRANSFORMS module. ************************************************* 

void identityo; 
void fiipPx(); 
void fiip y(); 
void flip-dl(); 
void flipJQ0; 
void rotate-m; 
void rotate-1 SC)(); 
void rotate-2700; 

This huiction scales an image block from domah size to range size. ************************************************* 
void ScaleBlock(x, y ,image,s-block) 
int x,y; 
unsigned char *image; 
vector *s-block; 
1 

float avg; 
sblock->S 1 = s-block->s2 = 0.0; 



avg = 00; 
f o r ( d m n ~ ; d m n - y < S C ~ ; d m n ~ + t )  

f~r(dmn~x=O.,~~x<SCALE;cimnx++) 
avg+dg((xIrnpx*SCALE)a-x),(y + (rngy 

* SCALE)+dm-y)); 
s-block->pxis[mgn] [mp=v] = (avg f (SC ALE * SC ALE)) ; 
s-block->s 1 += s-blocl->pxls[mg,x J [ m u  J; 
s-block->s2 += s-block->pxls[rngx] Cmgy J * s-block- 

>PWWLXJ [ ~ P _ Y I  ; 
1 

This function orthonormalizes a block ************************************************* 
void OrthB loc k(s-block) 
vector *s-block; 
I 

int x, 
Y; 

float ic; 

{ 
s-block->pxls[x ]&] -= ic; 
s_bl0ck->s2 += S-block->pxls[x] ] * s-block->pxls[x] [y]; 

1 
NormalizeBlock(s,block); 

1 

This fuoction selects and performs an isomeîric fransfonn. ************************************************* 
void Tram fond3 lot k(s-bloc k, tblock, isom) 
float s_biack[24 ][24]; 
float t_block[24] [24 J ; 
int isom; 

switch(isom) 

case 0:identi ty(s-block, t-block); 
break; 

case 1 :flip-x(s-bloc k, t-biock) ; 
break; 

case 2:flip y (s-bloclc,t_block) ; 
break, 

case 3:flip-d 1 (s-block, t-bIock); 



This hinction n0rmai.k~ a given block. ************************************************* 
void NormalizeBlock(s,block) 
vector *s-block; 
{ 

int x, 
Y; 

float nom; 

norm = sqn(s-block-~2); 
if (nom > 0.00 1) 

for(y=O;ycBLKJEMP;yu) 
for(x=û;x~BLK~TEMp;x*) 

s-block->pxls [XI ly J /= norm; 

s-block->s 1 /= norm; 
s_bl0ck->s2 = 1 .O; 

1 
1 

void identity (s-blockt-block) 
float s_block[24 1 1241 ; 
float t-bloc k[X] [24]; 

int x, 
Y; 

for (y=û;ycBLK-TEMP;y++) 
for(xtO;xeBLKKTEMP;x++) 

t-block[x] [y] = s-block[x ] Cy 1 ; 
1 

This function perfomis the orthogonal reflection of a block about mid-vertical axis. ************************************************* 
void flip-x(s-bl~~k. t-bhk) 
float sblock[24] [24] ; 



floa t t_block[24] 1241; 
1 

int x, 
Y; 

€or(y=O;ycBLKKTEMP;yce) 
for(x=QxcBLKJ'EMP~+t) 

t-bl~ck[~] ly J = s-~Ioc~[BLK_TEMP- 1-X] Ur]; 
1 

This fuoction perfom the orthogonal reflection of a block about mid-horizontal axis. ************************************************* 

void flip y(s-block,t-block) 
float s_block[24] 1241; 
float t_block[24] [ X I ;  
I 

int x, 
Y; 

This function perfomis the orthogonal refiection of a block about the f5st diagonal. ************************************************* 

void fiip-d l (s-bloc k,tbloc k) 
float s_block[24] [24] ; 
float t_block[24] [24]; 
{ 

int x, 
Y; 

This hinction performs the orthogonal reflection of a block about the second diagonal. 
................................................. 

void flip-d2(s-block,t-block) 
float s_block[24] [24] ; 
float t,block[24] [24] ; 
{ 

int x, 
Y; 



This fiinction rotates a block 270 àegrees about center. ************************************************* 

This function rotates a block 180 degrees about center. ************************************************* 

void rotateJ8(s-biock,t-block) 
float s_block[24] [ X I ;  
float t_block[24] [24]; 

int x, 
Y; 

for(y=û;y43LK--;y*) 
for @=O;& LKfotoTEMP;x++) 

t b l ~ k [ x ]  [y] = s-~~oc~[BLK-TEMP- I -XI PLK-'lEMP- L -y J ; 

This hction rotates a block 90 degrees about center. ................................................. 

void rotate-W(s-block,t-block) 
float s_block[24] [24] ; 
float t_block[24] [Z4]; 
{ 

for(y=û;y<BLK-TEMP; y+t) 
for(x=@xtsLK~TEMP;xt+) 

t-block[x] hl= s-block[BLK-TEMP- 1 -y] [x] ; 



************************************************* 
File: io.h 
This hle contains fuaction prototype of tbe IO module. ************************************************* 
extern void SaveFractalCodeQ; 
externvoid LoadFractalCodeO; 
extem int LoadCodebooic(); 
extem int SaveCodebookO; 
extem h t a i  *ficddoc(); 
extem vector *cbk-aii0~0; 
extern stmct hdx *ndxdxd.iocO; 

................................................. 
Fie: io.c 
This füe operates the IO module. ************************************************* 

This fiinction aiiocaîes memort for the &ta1 block code. ................................................. 

p = (fractd *) C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ( N U M ~ B L O C K S  * NUM-BLOCKS .sizeof(fractal)); 
if (!p) printf("Memory Allocation Emr.W); 

This function allocates memort for the codebook. ................................................. 

vec tor *c bk-alioco 

vector *p; 
p = (vector *) c~oc(CODEWORDS,swof(vector)); 
if (!p) 

printf('Memory Allocation Errorh"); 
Iwum p; 



This fiinction aUocates mmort for the indexed image. ************************************************* 

stmct indx *ndx-doc() 
{ 

struct indx *p; 
int i; 
p = (struct indx *) caüoc (CODEWORDS, sizeof(struct Mx)); 
if(!p) 

printf("Mem0ry Allocation Err0r.h"); 
for(i=Q;i<CODEWORDS;i++) p[i].next = NULL; 
mum p; 

\ 

This function loads a k t a l  block code h m  a file. ************************************************* 
void LoadFractaiCode(fïiename,code) 
char fi iename~-SZ]; 
hctal *code; 
i 

FILE *WiIe; 

1 
printf("Fïie Not Found.\n"); 
exit(3); 

This fùnction saves a &ta1 block code to a file, ************************************************* 
void SaveFractalCode(fiename,code) 
char frlenamew-Sa; 
fiactal *code; 
{ 

FILE *ûuFde; 

OutFiie = NULL; 
OutFile = fopen(nlename,"wb\n"); 
if (OutFiie != NULL) 

fwrite(code,sizeof(fractal), (NUM-BLOCKS * NUM-BLOCKS), 
Ou tFiIe) ; 

else 

printf("Unab1e to Open Fi1e.W); 



%************************************************ 
This fiinction loads a codebook fiom a me. ************************************************* 
int LoadCodebook(nlename,cbook) 
char f'iiename[NM-Sz]; 
vector2 cbook[CODEWORDS]; 
{ 

int status; 
FILE *Wite; 

Wie = fopen(fiiename. "hW'); 
X(InFi1e != NULL) 
( 

if(fTead(cboo~sizeof(vector2) ,CODWORDS JnFile)) 
status=SUCCESS; 

else 

prin@"Fiie Read Error.\dP); 
status = FAILURE; 

{ 
prui tf("Fi1e Not F0und.W); 
status = FAILURE; 

1 
r e m  status; 

1 

This function saves a codebook to a fiie. ................................................. 

int SaveCodebook(filename,cbook) 
char fdename[NM-Sa; 
vector2 cbook[CODEWORDS]; 

int status; 
FILE *OutFiie; 

OutFiile = fopen(fdename," wbh"); 
if (OutFile != NULL) 

if (fwrite(c book, sizeof(vector2), CODEWORDS, OutFiie)) 
status = SUCCESS; 

else 



status = FAILURE; 
1 
fclose(0utFiiiie); 

1 
else 
( 

print&("Ca~ot Open Output File.\.); 
status = FAILURE; 

1 
r e m  stahls; 

1 



Fie: wave-h 
This fmction contains constants and global variables for the Wavelet Denoishg module. ************************************************* 

iat MG-SZ,FILTERJT; 
image-type MG-1JMG-2; 
double *SIG,*LINE,#G,*H; 
float THRESHJNCR,LOW,HIGH,MASK; 

Fie: wave.c 

This file prepares the GUI and routes input to the command module. 

void Refresh(w,client,event) 
Widget w; 
XtPoUiter client; 
XEvent *event; 

1 
Display Image(MAIN,SX, lO.&IMG- 1 ); 
DisplayIrnage(MNN,TX, 10,&IMG_2); 
if((L0W != 0.0) && (HTGH==û.O)) 

( 
gcvt(HIGH,8PROMPTMPTDATA); 
CallRompt("Enter upper limit. " .&HIGH,PR0MiYïMPTDATA); 

1 
if((HIGH != 0.0) && (lNCR==û.O)) 



( 
int i; 
char **b; 
button-iist *buttons = (button-Est *) call~~(NUM~BUTS,sizeof(button_list)); 
buttons[O ] .label=" Open"; 
buttons [l ] Jabel="Quitl'; 
buttom[2 ] .label="Transfoml'; 
buttons[3 ] Jabel=ltT-Transform"; 
buttons[4]Jabel="Save"; 
buttoas[5].label='2oad Fiiter"; 
buttons[s] .label="Cycie"; 
buttons [7] .label="Smooth"; 
IMGdSZ=256; 
IMG-1 .xsize=IMGG1 .ysize=IMG-SZ; 
MG-2*miZe=MGG2.ysize=MGGSZ; 
THRESH=O-O; 
r w ,  
MASK=3 ,O; 
1 '0 -L  .image=img,ai.ioc(IMGGl xsize,IMG- 1 .ysize); 
IMG_2.image=im&-all0~(IMG~2~~~ize~G~2~ys~); 
XtTwikitInitializeO; 
CO~=XtCreateAppLicationConkxtO; 

D ~ S P L A Y = X ~ ~ ~ D ~ S ~ ~ ~ ~ ( C O ~ ~ , ~ ~ D I S P L A Y ' ~ ~ " D I S P ~ Y ~ ' ~ L , O , & ~ , ~ ) ;  
MAIN=(Widget *) CreateMainWmdow(X+522,62O,"Wavelets"); 
XtAddE~entHmdleflOP~LEVEL,Vis~ilityChangeMask,TRUE~e~sh,gCtPoùiter) O); 
CreateButtonSet(MAIN,O,522,NUM~BüTSvbuttons~OREONT~); 
CreateMenu(" wave.script"); 
XtRealizeWidget(T0P-LEVEL); 
XtAppMainLoop(C0NTnCr); 

1 



File: commands.~ 

void transform0; 
int signo; 
void inverse(); 
int comp(const void *,const void *); 

void Button.Route(w,client,caii) 
Widget w; 
Xtpointer client,call; 

r 
I 
int command = (int) client; 
switch(command) 

{ 
case 0: 
CaWileSele~tion('~Open'~,~~Open Image" ," *.pgmW ,O); 
break; 

case 1: 
{ 

printf("%f 96f %t\n",LOW,HIGH,INCR); 
exit(0); 
break; 

1 
case 2: 
{ 

transfomi(); 
break, 

1 
case 3: 

inverse(); 
break; 

1 
case 4: { 

CaWüeSelection("SaveSave Image","*.pgm", 1); 
break; 

1 
case 5: { 
CallFileSeIe~iion("Load",'~Load Filer" ,ll*.fü" ,2); 
break; 

1 
case 6: 



float i; 
for(i=LOWje=HIGH.;i+=INCR) 

case 7: 

int x* y,i,j,ysize=IMGGl .ysize,xsize=lMG-1 .xsize,mx,my,c; 
float t; 
for(y=o;y<ysïze;ytt) 

for(x=o;x<~~ize;x.~) 

1 
t/=(float) c; 
MG-2 .image U. *xs ize+x]=(unsigned char) t ; 

1 
~is~ia~Ïma~e(MAlN,TX, 10,&IMGG2); 
IMG_2.scale=IMGG 1 .sale; 
printf("PSNR = %h" ,psnr(&iMG- L ,&IMGG2)); 
break; 

1 

void MenuEtoute(w,client,caii) 
Widget w; 
XtPointer ciient,call; 

{ 
int cornmand = (int) client; 
sw itch(command) 

{ 



case 10: 

( 
gcvt(LOW,S,PROMPT-DATA); 
CallRompt('Enter lower ~~~~L",&LOW~ROMPT~DATA); 
break; 

1 
case 30: 

gcvt(MASK8JROm-DATA); 
CallPrompt("Mask size" ,&MASIC,PROMPT-DATA); 
break; 

void FieRoute(w,client,cd) 
Widget w; 
XtPointer client,cai.i; 

{ 
uit command = (kt) client; 
XtRemoveCallback(w~okCallback,FiieRoute,ciient); 
switch(command) 

( 
case O: 

ClearBlock(SX, 10,IMG- 1 .xsizeJMGGl .ysize); 
ClearBlock(ïX, 10~GG2.xsize,MG-2.ysize); 
IMG-1 .xsize=IMG-1 .ysize=IMG-SZ; 
imgload(FILENAME,&IMGGl); 
free(IMG-2.irnage); 
IMG_2*xsize=IMG,l .xsize; 
MG-2.ysize=IMGGl .ysize; 
IMG_2.image==~alloc(IMGG2.xsizeJMGG2.ysize); 
Displayhge(MAIN,SX, IO,&IMG-1); 
DisplayImage(MAIN,TX, 10,&IMGG2); 
break; 

case 1: 
( 

imgsave(FILENAME.~G-2); 
p ~ t f ( " h g e  has been saved.\oW); 
break; 

1 
case 2: 
( 

FILE *in; 
int i; 
double sign; 
free(G) ; 



break; 
1 

This fiinction perfionns the foward waveiet transfonn and applies threholding. ********%*****************%********************** 

void transform() 
{ 

int i j,m,count; 
double value~~9999.O,max=O.O,median,*buf,res,thr, 
unsigned char ch; 
p~d("Thresh01d = % I O t \ n " , ~ s H ) ;  
SIG=(double *)mai.ioc((MG- 1 .xsUe*IMGG1. ysize+ 1) *sizeof(double)) ; 
buf=(double *)doc((IMG- 1 .xsize*IMG-1 .ysize+ 1) *skof(double)) ; 
for(i=û;i<IMG- 1 .xsize *IMG_ 1 .ysize;i++) 

( 
SIG[i]=(doubie)IMGJ hge[i]/IMG-1 .xsize; 

1 
fwQd(SIG,IMG_ 1 .xsizeJMG-1 .xsize,G,H, 1); 
ma; 
for(i=û;i<IMG- 1 .xsize;i++) 

for(j=û;j<IMGGl .ysize;j++) 
if((i>=IMG-1 .xsize/2) II  (j>=IMG-1 .ysize/2)) 

buflm++]=fabs(SIG[i+i*MGGl .xsize]); 
qsort((void *) buf,(size~t)~.(size~t)sizeof(double),comp); 
median =(bufl(an/2)- l]+b@~/2])/2; 
thr=median*sqrt(2*log 10((double)(IMGG 1 .xsize*IMG- 1 .ysize)))/IMG- 1 .xsize; 
prina("Transform complete. Median = % 10f Calc. thresbold = 96 lOf 

%dùi",median,ttir,nn); 
lT= 1 ; 
for(i=O;idMG_ 1 .xsize*IMG_ 1 .ysize;i++) 



ifi(vaiue c min) min=vdue; 
ifiivaiue > max) max=vaiue; 
LMG_2.image[i]=û; 

value=SIG[i]; 
if (value4) ch* 
else ch=(unsigned char) (((value-min)/(max-min)) *2SS .O); 
IMG-2image[i]=(unsigned char) (fabs(value)*255.0); 

1 
DisplayImage(MAIN,TX, 10,&IMGG2); 
printf('The d e s t  coefficient is: 96th Li"&); 
printf('The biggest coefficient is: %Ao",max); 
free(buf); 

1 

int sign(num) 
double num; 

if f num4) return(- 1 ); 
if ( n u m d )  r e m  (0); 
if (numM) retum(1); 

This function performs the inverse wavelet transfocm ************************************************* 

( 
int i; 
double value,min=99999.O,max=O.O; 
unsigned char ch; 
if(IT==û) 

value=SIG[i]*(double) MG-1 .xsize; 
// ch=(unsigned char) (((value-min)/(max-rnin))*255 .O); 

MG-2.image[i]=(migned char) value; 
1 



DisplayImage(MAlN,TX, 10,&IMGG2); 
IMG_2.scale=IMGGI sale;  
printf("PSNR = S b h "  T p ~ ~ ~ G G  I ,&IMGG2)); 
fiee(S1G); 
ITa; 

1 
int comp(const void *a, const void *b) 
I 
double x = *((double 
double y = '((double 



File: wt.h 

This file contains fuaction prototypes for the DWT and ?Dm modules. 

extem void fi.ivdd0; 
extem void iwddo; 
extem void downloo; 
extem void do-(); 
extem void updyadloo; 
extem void updyadhio; 
exteni void iconvo; 
extern void aconvo; 

File: wt.c 

This fde operates the DWT and IDWT modules. 

void dowaloo; 
void downhio; 
void updyadioo; 
void updyadhio; 
void upsample(); 
void iconv0; 
void aconvo; 

This function performs the foward 2 4  wavelet tramform. ************************************************* 
void fwQd(in,dh,size,g, h,iimit) 
double *in; 
int dim,size; 
double *g,*h; 

double *row,*wk,*out; 
int ij,k; 
wk=(doubIe *)cd x(dirn+~TER,sizeof(double)); 



row=(double * ) c ~ o c ( ~ i z e o f ( d o u b l e ) ) ;  
ou t=(double *)c~~~(size*size,skof(dou ble)); 
w hile((didZ)=limit) 

{ 

memcpy(row,h+(i*sUe),dim*~ize~f(double)); 
downlo(row,wk,h,dim); 
mmcpy(in+(i*size), wk,dim/2*sizeof(dou ble)) ; 
downhi(row, wk,g,dim); 
memcpy(in+(i*size+dim/2), wk,dim/2*sizeof(double)); 

1 
€or(i=Qjedim;ic~) 

{ 
€or(k=O;k<nim:k++) row M=in@c*size+i] ; 
downio(row,wk$,dim); 
for(k=û;l<nim12-;kt+) in[k*size+i]=wk@c]; 
downhi(row,wk,g,dim); 
for(k=dim/2;kcdin&ct) in&*size+i]=w k@cdim/2] ; 

1 

This fiinction performs the inverse 2-D wavelet transfom. ************************************************* 
void iwt2d(in,dim,size,g,h) 
double %; 
int dim,size; 
double *g,*h; 

double *row.*temp,*sum 1 .*sum2; 
int i,j,k; 
row=(double *)cailoc(size,sizeof(double)); 
sum 1 =(double *)caüoc(size+mLTER,sizeof(doubIe)); 
sum2=(double *)cail~~(size+FILTER,sizeof(double)); 
temp=(doubie *)caUoc(size*size,sizeof(double)); 
memcpy(temp,in.size*size*sïzeof(dou ble)); 
w hi le(dim<=size/2) 

{ 
for(i=O;iQ*dim;i++) 

( 
for(k=û;k<dim;k+t) row@c]=tempF*size+i]; 
updyadlo(row sum 1, h.dim) ; 
for(k=dirn;kQ*dirn;k*) mw k-dim ]=temp@*size+i] ; 
updyadhi(row,sum2,g,dim); 
for(k=û;kQ*dim;k++) ternp[k*size+i ]=mm 1 ~]+sumî&]; 



This function downscales and convolves with the low hquency aIter. ................................................. 
void downlo(in,out,f,dim) 
double *h,*out; 
double *f; 
int dim; 
( 

iat i; 
aconv(in,out,f,àim); 
for(i=@i<dim;$++) out [i]=out [2*i]; 

1 

This function downscaies and convolves with the high frequency filter. ................................................. 
void downhi(in,out,f,dim) 
double *in,*out; 
double *fi 
int dim; 
{ 

int i; 
double *temp; 
temp=(doubIe *)caiioc(dh,sizeof(doubie)); 
temp[dim- l]=in[O] ; 
memcpy(temp&+ 1 ,(dim- I ) *sizeof(dou ble)) ; 
iconv(temp,out,f,dim); 
for(i=O;icdim;i++) ou t[i]=ou t[2 *i] ; 
free(temp1; 

1 

This function ipscales and convolves with the low frequency fdter. ................................................. 
void updy adlo(in,ou t ,f,dim) 
double *in,*out; 
double *f; 
int dim; 
( 

double *wk; 
wk=(double *)calloc(2*dim.~izeof(double)); 



This fiinction ipscaies and convolves with the high îkquency filter. ************************************************* 

void updyadhi(în,out f ,dim) 
double *in, *out; 
double 
int dim; 
{ 

int i; 
double *temp,*wk; 
wk=(double *)calloc(2*dim,s~f(double)); 
temp=(double *)cdoc(2*dim,sizeof(double)); 
upsample(in, w k,dim); 
temp[O]=w k[2*dirn-11; 
for(i=Z*dim- 1 ;Ml$-) temp[i]=wk[i- 11; 
aconv(temp,out,f,2*dim); 
fiee(w k) ; 
ffedtemp); 

1 

This fünction upsamples a he. ************************************************* 
void upsample(in,out,dim) 
double %,*out; 
int dim; 
{ 

int i; 
for(i=O;iQ*dim;i++) out [i]=û.O; 
for(i=û;i<dim$++) out[2*i]=in[i]; 

1 
................................................. 
This function 
void iconv(in,out,f,dirn) 
double *in,*out; 
double *fi 
int dim, 
( 

int i J; 
double *temp,b; 
temp=(double *)caüoc(dim+FILTER,sizeof(double)); 
for(i=FETER- 1 ;i<dim+FILTER;i+t) 

{ 



void aconv(ùi,out,f,dirn) 
double *in,*out; 
double *fi 
int nim, 

int i j; 
double *temp,b; 
tempc(doub1e *)caüoe(dim+FILTER~sizeof(double)); 
for(i=FILTF& 1 ;i<dim+FILTER;i++) 

{ 
for(j=i-WTER- 1) $=i;j++) 

{ 
if((j>=O) && (j<dim+FILTER)) 

b==o%dim]; 
temp [i]+=fl(FILTER- 1 )-(i-j)] *b; 

1 

1 
memcpy (out, temp+FILTER- I ,dim*sizeof(double)); 
h(temp); 



&PENDIX D 
SOURCE CODE FOR SOLMNG THE INVERSE PROBLEM 

OF IFS 
This appendix contains caics and riac that were wrïtten to solve the CAT 

parameters and coristnict an image based on those parameters aven user selected points 

pal951. 



Fie: cdc.c 

This file hnplemwts the calculaîion of the CAT parameters. 

void Cacdate-parameters(xyijfs) 
int xyiR[Z]; 
ifs-struc t ifs [101; 

{ 
xy[i] [O ]=(fIoat) xyi [il [O]; 
xy[i][l]=(float) xyi[i][l]; 

{ 
c [i]=xy[i+ 11 [O]/xy [O] [O]; 
s[i]= 1-c[i]; 

1 
for(i=O;iQ;i++) 

void DisplayES(ifs) 
ifs-struct ifs [ 101 ; 

( 
int ijk; 
char buf 1 [5O),buB[lO]; 
CIearBlock(lFS-X,IFSSY- l3,2 19.300); 
Text(IFS-X ,IFS-Y-20,"IFS Parametets"); 
for(i=C&=cat-count j- +f) 
for(j=O;jd;j++) 
{ 



Fie: riac 

This file implernents the construction of the image ushg CAT parameters. 

void CalcProbsO; 

void RIA(ifs,cats,image) 
ifs-struct ifs[lO]; 
ht cab; 
unsigned char h a g e ~ G G S Z ] ~ G G S 2 ] ;  

f 
int i j  ,ix,iy,w,t,numt=50000; 
float x,y,nx,ny,rndm,prob; 
CalcProbs(ifs,cats) ; 
XSetForeground@ISPLAY,GC l ,O); 
x=y=O.O; 



w=i; 
break; 

1 
1 

nx=Zs[w].cat [O]*x + ifs [w ] sat [1]*y + ifs [w] .cat [2] ; 
ny=ifis [w ].cat[3]*x + ifs[w].cat [4] *y + ifs[w ] .cat [SI; 
ix=nx; 
iy=ny ; 
if(k c IMG-SZ && iy c MG-SZ && Ur > -1 && iy > -1 && ~ 1 0 )  

void CalcProbs(ifs,cats) 
ifs-stmct ifs[lO]; 
int cats; 

{ 
float sum=O.OTdetTprobs[ 101,temp; 
int i,j,index,order[lO]; 
s witch(PR0B) 

case 

case 

case 

br=&; 
1 : 
for(i=û;ic=cats;i++) 

ifs[i].p = l/(double) (cats+l); 
break; 
2: 
for(i=O;ie=cats;i++) 

C 
det=(ifs[i].cat[O]*ifsCi] .cat[4])-(ifsCi]catl j *ifs[i].cat[3]); 
det=sqrd(det*det) ; 
sum+=det; 

1 
for(i=O;i<=cats; i t t )  



if (ifs O] .paemp) 




